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Traci Scott

Fire department investigator James

Hilltop S1aff Reporter
'

A fire in Ernest E . J.ust Hall last
Monday night was large enough to
damage a first floor elevator shaft
and fill three levels of the building
with smoke, but did not cause serious
daJ!l~ge, according to local fire
off1c1als.
. h
f h
Ch'1e f R o be rt 8 1ng
am o t e
Fourth Batallion Fire Department
said there were no injuries and that
the fire to which they responded at
7:20 p.m., '' looked suspicious. ''

____.....,__

The Nation's Larg~st Black Student Newspaper • Howard University, Washington, D.C. 20059

.._

Volume. .. 89, -Number
.
- .7

Johnson said trash

was being

transported from one level to anther
and the fire was apparently touched
off when a cigarette was dropped into a pile of trash .
The investigator also reported that
.the damage was contained to the inside of the shaft and estimated the
_ cost o r t he d amage at $2 , 500 to
·• $] 000
'
·
In an unrelated incident approximatel y an ho ur later , fireman were
called back to 4th and College Streets

Hilltop/Friday, October 11, 1985
~~--------------------- ·

•

where a car apparently burst into
flames .
According to Howard University
Student Association President Emory
Calhoun, who witnessed the fire, a

"

car carrying two elderly people was

'

traveling north on 4th Street and sud·

denly burst into flames. Calhoun said
he ran to the car and helped One of ·

the passengers from the car.
The passengers, Lamuel and Lenor
Taylor, of Piney Branch Road and
Georgia Avenue, N.W ., were not '
injured .

Calhoun· Discusses
",;7o{

Traci Scott
Hilltop Staff Reporter

"1"

-

An interview with Howard University Student Associati on
( HUSA ) President Emory
Calhoun revealed his thoughts about rumors of his resignation.

Hilltop: Do you have to resign?
Calhoun: Nt>. I don't have to
resign.
'

Hilltop: If tliere was a situation
that came up that called for you to
leave the office could youjust take
a leave of absence and come back?
Calhoun: Sure.

'

•
•

.
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'Hilltop: How long do you
think you could stay away?
Calhoun: I don't actually know. I
could probably take a leave of absence for as long as I wanted to. I
don't think there is any specific
time for which I could iake a leave
of •h11ence.

Hilltop: So you would conaider it if
the situation arose?
Calhoun: Sure.

"
(,

Hilltop: Are you ·receiving any

Safety
Group
Meets

•
F. Wade/H il ltop f'hot.ovaphoir

Emory Calhoun

outside pressure to resign from
President Cheeks' office, the board
of trustees, or any other student
organization or faculty members?
Calhoun: Well, I am not receiving
any outside pressure to resign, in a
sense that the administration
can't force me to resign. The only
body that can accept my resignation is the General Assembly.

....

~
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Hilltop: There was not a HUSA
representative in the meeting
with you, was there any reason for
this'?
Calhoun: Well, I had from the beginning of the meeting, just envisioned a small meeting. I did not
think there was going to be a room
crowded full of people I just
thought it should be myself, Hill·
top reporters, and photographer .. I
didn't envision a need for any' a<J,ditional people and !just don't undei;stand why (I needed them) except for emotional support and I
was getting all that from their
prayers already.
•
Hilltop: If there is a need for you
to resign, what effect will it have
on HUSA and the students?
Calhoun: I know that my record
stands clear in terms of service to
students. There's nobody who can
say that HUSA is not attempting
to serve the otudents, that it has
not done a good job in that service.
· You may criticize HUSA for the
way we have served the students
but there is no organization on
campus right now who is or -has
done the things that we have done
Co n.lin~t'd

on pagt' 2
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From left to right Howard University law students John Davia and Bob Walters debate British law students Michael Hall
and David Lock on the U.S.' involvement in Nicaragua. Orlando Taylor, acting dean of the School of Comm11nication-.

9tanda at the podium.

a Debated
Paul S. Burley
Hilltop Staff Reporter

A team of Howanl University
law students debated against a
team {\flaw students from Britain
on the role of U.S. inyolvement in
Nicaragua, last Friday at the
Blackburn Auditorium.
"This House Condemna U .8. lnvolvement in Nicaragua'' was the
subject of the debate.
The members of the Howard
University Debate Team were Bob
Walters and John Davis, both
third.year students in the HU
School of Law, representing the

•

'

A commitlee formed to insure
bus safety as well as arrange more
convenient bus schedules for stu·
dents met with East Coast Parlor
Tour repre'sent.atives to discu38
concerns and grievances about the
Shuttle bus service.
The student committee
repreaents all of the dorms that
require the service. However, Sutton Plaza and Eton Towers have
submitted complaints as of yet,
said William Keene, dean of Residence Life.
I
• Milton Hilliard, Judith John- ·
son, Monique Prince and Iris Williams represented the student
committee. Officials from East
Coast Parlor include: Robert W .
Collegman, vice-president; Wendi
Wean, geneml manager; Anthony
F-dmonds, chief dispatcher; and
John Campbell, general manager
of Leatherwood Transportation
Agency. Rev. Jim Coleman, 888istant for apecial programs; and
Harold Thomas, Howanl Univer·
aity Security, .w ere also present.
Williama, vice-president of Eton
Eton Towers BaJd that Ultt1·t: were
improvements in the service since
the laat meeting; however, she
pointed out that tome b••aee still
were not arriving on time.
In addition, some of the buses
are lB~ving early even if th• bWI is
'not tull, pointed out Hilliard, reeiiard. reaident aaeiatant at Sutton

Plaza.

_ "l~'s okiy for them to leave la~ ,··
ea id Keene, however. ''buaes
ahould not be leaving early ..,
To addre11 thi1 problem, the
cor••pany need• to be notified, said
CoD•11'""D. "It ii obvloualy a discipline problem in adherence to ·
the achedule," thus we need to
know in order to pt "integrity in
tbe 111tem," he •4Med.
-'
I (oall•Mtd 1>• par IJ

said. ''The funding of the Contn\8
Affirmative team.
David Lock, a graduate of Jesus is used to overthrow the governCollege at Cambridge, and ment.'' .
''There are huge issues at stake
Michael Hall, third-year law student ' at New College, Oxford, in Central America," said Hall,
formed the Negative team, or op- Hall, leadtir of the oppos~tion. 'It is
a power which overshadows all of
position.
"We condemn it!" said Walters its neighbors. Ultimately, it ia a
ters at the beginning ollhe debate, very serious threat to Ameri~
refemng to U.S. involvement in society."
According to John Davis of the
the Central American country. He
said that the U.S. has violated the Affirmative team, "the U.S. inlaws of military action and used volvement violates intemationaJ
other means to harln Nicaragua. as well as domestic law."
"It is about time we looked at the
''The expreBS purpose of the U.S. is
to overthrow the government," he
Conlinuf'd on pagr 2

Hotel Program
More Stahle Now
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Linda King
Hil!top Staff' RepOrter
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James

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Dixon, general manager of the
J.W. Marriott hotel in Washington. Several of the students work1
ed for him this summer.
EchoeCi Leonard Hickman, executive vice-pn!8ident for the Hotel
Association ofWashington D.C., "I
am ext1 emely imp1 • need with students themselves. The Hotel Management Club is fantastic," he added.
.
A new development which baa
bolstered the program's proepecta
is the reactivated Advisory Council. Comprised of local hotel executives, the council, after a yearlong hiatus, baa already convened
for three meetings since June.
Dixon, chairman of the ~d
visory Council explains, "lbe Advisory Council was formulated to
get industry. input into Howard's
program, •ssist students in (job)
placement, and make available industry 1 ! sowcos.''
Students -m excited about
theirindWitrywpport. "Wehawa
real strong Advisory Council and
the names (memhets) alone make
the _ma.jor more inter e ting," aaya
Derrick _Mo11ow, a eenior hotel
management major from Pbilade)phia.
The Center for Hotel-Motel
Management Education bu al1r>
scheduled a aeriee of eveni111 lectures and weekend "mini-intern"
seminars at varioue hotele
tbrousl>out the city.
The lecturee and WB akend 11 ,,,_
nan are deoiped to pft otud 118
more contact with the hotel t...itry. Thewa1kenddiniauwellu
the lecutJ e1 will be conducted by
hotel uecutiveo, acconlin1 to WIIli•m•.
. 'lboUlh Willi•ma ia reticent Q.
out his role in the P11Cl am'1 tac a
lift, no one elee ie. Juat about
everyone from the '">da ola to 111duatry eJtecutivM are efl\aai•e
with praise lbr the 158 ,......... cll-

Maurice Williams is fond of telling visitors that he can provide every student in Howard's HotelMotel Management program with
at least two job opportunities at a
major hotel next s11mmer.
The hotel program, which began
in 1982· as a part of the Managemen t department, is geared
toward students interested in
hotel and restaurant management.
Last year, with the program plagued by charges of broken .promises, indifferent administrators,
and haphazard cl888 scheduling,
students probably would have
scoffed at such a boast by Williams,
Today, however, the condition of
the Hotel-Motel Management program seems more st.able and the
future much brighter.
Williams, who was appointed di.
.
&.
rector of the Center for HotelHoward otftcl... plan to ch•n1e the rubble and debrb at 4th and Bryant Street.. N.W. into a 212 1pace parkina lot for Motel Management Education
Howard Univenlty lltudentl and faculty.
·
'
laat April, says career opportunities for students in the program
are so numerous that he probably
won't have enough students to
meet the offers.
Students have played a major
totally impractical," said Bryant moved the date to the end of the role in the turnaround of the proFreda Satterwhite
·
;
gram. ''Our atudenta who have beG. Harris, coordjnatorofthe Office November.
Hilltop Stall' Reporter
The lot will open in December en in the vanguard have enhanced
of An:hitecture and Engi11eering
A parking lot that will provide Services. "We had to do eomething but decisions about the ~type of the credibility of the program
surface parking for nearly 212 with the building immediately or parking have not been made yet. through their internships," said
..1aaaume it is open to whomever WilliBlllll.
cars will be completed by Novem- we would become slum landlords."
The cost of developing the. more can pay the aticker parking,'' said .
AB ''ambassadors from the pro-..
ber on the former site of Lucretia
gram," atudents have also helped
C. Mott Elementary School, 4th than 360 spaces in this lot and an- Bryant Harris.
Parking gates will monitor en- the hotel program get off the
other lot at Georgia lmd Bryant
and W Streets, NW.
Howard University purchased Streets waa nearly $360,000. It trance into the lot. A lighting sys- ground this year. Thia summer
the property for $700,000 from the costs cloee to $1000 to develop a tem baa already been illlltalled for many students worked at hotel•
oecurity. Shrubbery will a(M be · aCNts the country, from Oakland,
Diatrict of Columbia in March and single parki111 apace.
American Parkline, a local com· planted around the lot.
Ca, to Rosalyn, Va.
began tearing down the ad>nol in
Atconling to Bryant Harrill, the
Moreover, uecutivea in the inJuly According to Dr. Caapa L. pany, began conatruction on the
Harris, Jr., vice president for bu.i- lot in September.•The project was Mott School Bite and the parking dustry aay that Howanl atudenla
neBS and fiacal affairs, negotia- expected to be completed by the ·lot on 4th and Bryant Streete
aome of the mf :~tive
in the
tiolll! for that property have been end of this month, however, clelaya a~ from the School of Com· and enthWiiutic"
ca••sa d by the wut.ber and prob- municationa are considered country. "Howard baa some IJOOd rectot.
going or/for over five years.
attractive candjdat.." Kid John
COl?lia~ O• pap 2
"Restoration of th~ building was leltlll with the water 1ywtem have

en..,

4th St. Lot Near Completion
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S.A ·can Prayer Planned
Hilltop Stall" Roport

Cbriat.ian organiutiona at Howard Univenity are taking an active stance in prayer for the liberation of people in South Africa.
The varioua denominational
orpnilationa will band iogether
in prayer today in Rankin Chapel
at noon iti an effot:t to come

'

"together in the power of God to
break the bands of wickedness
over South Africa," according to
Donald Wright, president-Of Noonday Prayer Christian Fellowship.
· "Prayer is not'only a privilege, it
ia a weapon," said Wright. 11 He
(Satan) is desirous of creating war
... to continue his rage of racial .
bigotry and irtjustice demonstrated by the apartheid system.

Christians have i-n called of God
to atop bis activity. Thia time of
prayer is for that purpooe."
Christian leaden will speak out
on the iasue. Other rep1 esentative
groups include Maranatba Christian Fellowship, Tom Skinner
Associates, New Generation Campus Ministry, The Navigators

Christian Fellowship, and the
M~thodist

Fellowship.

Debate teams

Parking ,

Contlnurd from pagr I

'

that violates international law.

internal state of Nicaragua. It is
moving toward Marxist-Leninist
terrorism,'' said David Lock,
Negative team.
Following the debate, Hall said
that both Lock and he were Social-

The disad.v antages (of intervention) far outweigh the advantages.
We have nothing to fear atall from
them (Nj~&g\18) !\Dd. the Co'!'munist threat to the extent that it
is real, and can be dealt with by
ist. ''Neither of us would ha.ve · other forms, particularly negotia·
chosen the argument," he ad- tion.''
mitted.
Davis said that when he first be''It doesn't seem to me that it gan researching this iBBue of U.S.
should be impossible for the U.S. interventionism he did not know
to live next door to Communism much about Nicaragua prior to
(in Nicaragua)," said Lock, that time. "I was yelling," he said,
abandoning his argumeritative ''over the way the U.S. was killing,
intervening, and unjustifiably
stance.
''In summation, added Walters, · getting involved in Nicaraguan
''the U .S. has embarked on a policy affairs. After getting thoroughly
acquainted with the topic area I
am convinced that this U.S. in.
terventionism is not justified.
Communism is not a threat to U.S.
national security. Nicaragua has
the right to easert what kind 0£
government it wants to be governed by," he said.

·Co•ll•ued from P•&r I

"prime apace for academic facilitiee (or buildings) because they are
in the center of campus."
Although plans to construct a
building on the Mott site have not
been diac1111ed yet, the office is

currently working on a revised
. campus plan, Harris continued.
•We intend to make the parking
lotcoet effective ao that we will get

out money back! Bryant Harris
said.
.
According to Dr. Caapa Harris,
the parking lot will be used for at
least five years:
-

EAGLE BARBER
SHOP

Six courteous barbers to serve
you!
•

2800 Georgia Ave., N.W.
OPEN 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
TUESDAY SATURDAY
, Phone 745-9159

'

•
-

P. W..s.lllilltDp Pl : ' $ It

From left to riaht: Mary Myen. Dr. Calvin Morria, Dr. Evelyn Brpob. and Delora Wtllt•m•. 'lbe rol~ of femtni"'! In

relilion wa11 diKuued f:»y William•, tl!e guest speaker.

Women as Clergy Discussed
Tuanda Ward
Hilltop Staff Reporter

''The Color o( Feminism," presented by the Howard University
Divinity School last Monday, began a series of lectures which will
address the role of women as participants and ministers in religion.
Dolores S. Williams was guest

Resignation Rumors
have always operated under.

Conlinutd from PIK~ I

and are doing right now. It's in- Hilltop: what effect do you think
credible the amount of progress it will have on the students?
that we have made in this ad- Calhoun: The effect that I think
ministration. It has outdone many my leaving HUSA would have on
adminiStratlons. I can't see how the students would be an initial
anybody could possibly say HUSA shock. Again there is no reason for
hasn't done an excellant job thus me to leave HUSA at this time, so I
Arth11r Simpkins
James E. llleal
far this year. If I left Hl,JSA, well would venture not to even guess at
Master Bar r
Master Barber
one of my philosophies is to devel- the student's reaction. However,
op leaders. I believe that every those studenta who have found out
Leon E. SprattMaster Barber
leader has a responsibility to de- that I am contemplating (resignErnie M ers
A.O. Dixon
velop leaden so I have developed, . ing) haveurged me to stay becaUBe
Master Ba her
Master Barber
out of my many directors, leaders. of tht job that they have ComFloyd Farmer
I have helped them to gain leader- mended -me on ... I just put it
ship skills so that if! ever did have together.
Master Barber
9 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
9 a.m.-6:30 p.m : · to leave HUSA then (they) would
be able to operate an.d function and Hilltop: What is your- opinion of
assume the 'productivity that they the policy that HUSA presidents
must be in good academic standing?
Calhoun: I think that's necessary
... people tend to forget that we
are students and they tend to put
X~ Chapter, Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
pressure on us as if we are working
a fulltimejob and it's one in which
•
and ·
I have sacrificed greatly and yes
my grades have suffered greatly

Alpha Chapter, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
present

'

-

speaker at the lecture and presented the view of sex discrimination. A scholar, teacher, administrator, writer and poet, Wil·
Iiams was a Danforth Fellow from
1976 to 1979. In 1984 the Fund for
Theological Education named her
the first Fairfax.,Muskiwinni
Scholar. Her articles on theology,
feminism and literature appear in
numerous publications, and her

because of HUSA, but that is a
choice I have decided to make. I
think that this year my (main)
concern is service . ... and that is
what I have oriented myself
towards. As a matter of fact in one
attempt to change the constitution
this year, I would like to add the
clause that the HUSA president
must have and maintain either a
2.5 or a 3,0. Because I think a 2.0
allows for them to be too much in
trouble, personally.
Hilltop: How were your grades before you started to run last fall?
Calhoun: My grades when I ran
were fine, no problems.
Hilltop: If in fact you had to resign
who would take your place?
Calhoun: Bryant Moore would be
the obvious choice to take my place
if I were to resign.

Hilltop: Who would be the Vice
president?
Calhoun: I do not know that in(oirnation at this time.

poetry has i-n widely read and

published at seminaries and on
television. ,
·
,
''White theologians and feminista have written of their bad experiences and the. ways they've been
discriminated against," said Williams, ''but they don't know of the
Black .woman's experiences. The
White experience and the Black
experience are different.,,
Williams said the White women
have lived under a ''patriarchy is
the source of the Black woman's
oppression, she said. She added
that the Black woman. has not
really been under this patriarchy.
"Black slaves were subject to rape
and exploitation which led to the
devaluation of Black womanhood
by White men. This "patriarchy"
oversociety should be called a demonarchy or rule by the demonic,"
she said.
The '4demonarchy" seeks salvation of·bodies, minds and spirits of
Black children and their families,
she said. For example, the pubJic
schools are manned by White men
and women and are destroying the
minds of the Black children. "We
Black women must und'erstand
that the basics of society is that of
a demonarchal intent rather th•n
a patriarchal intent," she said.
"Understanding this will help us
in stopping it and saving our chil- .
dren." Williams said that Black
mothering and nurturing baa always been a source for radicalization and transformation. She ad·
ded, "Black women were always
doing anything they could to keep
the Black family together.

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED - Cost is abOut the
same as a semester in a U.S. co!!ege:$3,480.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board , and tuition com·
plete. Go11ernmen1 grants ind loans may be
· appl ied lowards our programs.
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SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2065 Lara way Lake Drive S.E. F-8
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

slrH! 1<1<1rts1

111M!

Live with a Spanish famlly. altend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
month a. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent 104
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year t ime apan) . Your Spainish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. claaaroom. St•ndardized teats show our
atudenta' li.nguage skills superior t9 students
com pleting two year programs i n U .S.
Advanced courses also.
Hurry, ii t11kes Ii lot ol t ime to make atl arrangemants.
'
SPRING SEMESTER - Jan . 30· May 29
FALL SEMESTER - Aug. 29 . Dec. 19
uch year.
FULLY ACCREDITED - A Program of Trinity
Christian College.

, . . . . . _. . . . . below.
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SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS ...

a special pro am
· for technica ly
trained graduates

•

Friday, October 18, 1985

at the

In our Special Assignments Program you will have the opportunity to
work on meaningful projects in several different functional areas before

Sheraton Washington Hotel ·
Woodley Rd. at Connecticut Ave.,
N.W. Washington, D.C.
•

a decision is made regarding assignment to a specific function .

. We will be interviewing at
Howard University on October 22, 1985 -

•

,

I

... see youf Placement Office for details!

..

t

l

... . ·- · .....

S15 at the door

-

I

--

Tickets available at
Cramton Auditorium

~.

9:30 pm to 2:30 am
*Cash Bar

* Free B"ffet
*live DJ

-

Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some exci.tement into your college career!!

-

•

S 12 In advance
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THE BLOCKBUSTER
'

'

Badische Corporation
•

'

•

WIH._.., VA 23115
Member ot lhe BASF Group
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U.S. Bilingual Education Facing Changes-·

'

'
. '

Juanita Thompaon
Hilltop Staff Reporter

I

See. of Eclucadon Wiiiiam J. Bennett ha.I called the current blliqual education
policy a failure and .ls wkine to ch•np the procnm.

How do you educate children in
America whose native language is
not English?
The answer, according to Soc:tetary of Education William J. Bennett, is to change the current
bilingual policy, calling it a failure, and to allmv local achoo!• to
decide the beat method for educating non-English speakers in their
districts.
In a speech prepared for delivery
to the Association for a Better New
York, Bennett said that two de-cades of federal bilingual policy
"became confused as to purpose
and overbearing as to means. As a
result, too many children have
failed to become fluent in English."
,
Although children speaking different languages with different
degrees of proficiency, of different

I

NEWSWATCH
,..,_N..,.s..Tkw

UNEMPLOYMENT

'I

The nati9n's unemployment rate rose sliizhtlv in the month
of September to 7.l percent, the Labor Department said last
week.
•
The increase in thejobleBB rate was one tenth of one percent
above the August rate, and was the first such jump since
January. The August figures had been the lowest since April
1980.
The hike in the nation's jobless rate.-as fueled by a major
increase in Black unemployment and the biggest one month
loss of manufacturing jobs since the 1981-82 recession.
Black unemployment rose more than one percent in September from 14 to 15.3 percent. Meanwhile, the September
loss of 110,000 factory jobs was a continuation of a year long
trend that has seen some 338,000 f8.ctory jobs disappear since
Janaury 1. ,
The department figures showed that while a record 107.5
million people were working in September, 8.27 million people were unemployed, an increase of 147,000 over the previous month.

BRAINS
An investigation is under way into allegations that medi·
cal examiners removed parts of brains\ from an estimated 11
prisoners for experiment.a by a University of Florida re.
searcher.
.
Ann Palmes, mother of Timothy Palmes who was executed
in November for killing a Jacksonville man, said "!just think
it's bizame ... my son wanted to be cremated, and the state
more or le88 used him as a guinea pig." ·
Gov. Bob Graham ordered for an immediate investigation
by the Florida Department of Law Enforcement and the State
Medical Examiners Commission after reports that brain
matter was removed from the inmates without their prior
consent, or that of their families.
The researcher, University of Florida Neurobiologist
Christina Leonard, used the brain matter · to investigate
whether there is a connection between childhood. h'ead
trauma and violent behavior in later life, according to the
_Miami Herald. Leonard said she got the brains from Alachua
County Medical Examiner William Hamilton.
State Attorney Eugene Whitworth said the commi888ion
and the FDLE will turn over their findings to him, after
which he will review the findings to see if there is any basis
for po88ible criminal charges.
State corrections officials said they knew nothing of the
experiment.a.
):)

Movement See

UPI

'

'·-··

I

'

that says that it has explicit lyrics,
they're going to buy it. It will defeat it.a own purpose." I
Howard student Elaine Smith
feels that record labeling is a form
of censorshi\,.
''It's an infringement on the
artists' self--expr ession. It's censor·
ship," Smith said.
''But it'i good censorship,"
argued Howard student Carol
Chang. "I don't think that children
should have to be exposed to offensive lyrics."
The PMRC says that they do not
want to censor music; they just
want to let the consumer know if
an album has explicit material in
it. However, Blaine worries that
labeling may get out of hand . .
"Even though labeling is a mild
step, its the fjfst step on the
dangerous path to censorship ~··
Blaine said.
· -·

will be sponsoring

Hotline ·
Answers
•

''Howard
u ·n tversl

'

-

•

''I am a battered wife, where can
1 find a shelter for me and my
children?' ' , ''I have no job, where
can I find food?'' ''Life's not worth
it . Shall I just end it all? '' The D .C.

Hotline is looking for volunteers to
answer questions like these for
numerous troubled residents. of the
Metropolitian area .
The Hotline is an anonymous
telephone service established to serve
the distressed . It introduces anxious
callers to available services that meet
their needs, assists them in handling
problems before they reach the crisis
stage, and deals with a crisis should
it arise .
The Hotl ine is a non-profit,
volunteer organization which started
under the name Project Hotline • a ·
joint venture by Protestant, Jewish,
and Catholic churches in the area .
Today, ten years later, it is no longer
affiliated to these churches although
it !till receives donations from them.
Donations are also obtained from
The United Black Fund and The
United Planning Organization .
Since its inception, the D.C.
Hotline has responded to over
123,490 calls. In 1984 alone, 363 calls
involved life threatening situationscases of physical abuse, rapes, and
suicides· and 4,668 calls dealt with
basic human needs·food, emergency
finances, medical care, threatened
relationships etc , _ •
_
_.
'fhe; volunteers who are eventually
allowed to man the phones are re~
. quired to undergo 45 hours of extensive training in listening. and com·
munication skills, crisis intervention,
and must bC familiar with communi·
ty resources. This trainina will be

condUftcd by the Hotline s1aff.
Volunteers should be over 18 years

•

'

Apartheid''

•

•

• •

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1985
Embassy of the Republic of South
•
Africa
3051 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
••

\

''Join us in the fight
·against racial injustice''
.

For more information, contact:
Keith ,Henderson or Sonya Lockett
636-6918/19

old and prepared to donate four
hours a week to the service.
\

•

•

'THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
ASSEMBLY
in conjunction with TRANSAFRICA

•

United PreBS jntemational President ·Ray Wechsler res·
igned last week as a result of what some company sources
deocribed _as a rift with UPI Chairman Luis Nogales over
effort.a to sell the wire service.
·
·
Wechsler, whQ has been at his post for about the past six
months, is expee1.ed to assume a new post as special advisor to
a committee reP,re&enting u~ured creditors of UPI. The
committee is unl!er Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection.
According toJrleo Teitelbaum, a lawyer for the committee,
approval of th'l reappointment of Wechsler is subject to
approval by a IJ&nkruptcy judge. Teitelbaum added that
Wechsler is ex
to continue receiving his salary of
$142,500.
.Wechsler sai th&t "Despite any disagreements that anyone may ha ye h,d, I believe that together we made quite a bit
of progresa ii;i .~ng UPI !l?Ound." Wechsler referred to
Noplee and ~lf 88 a "very strong team."
\
The management team ofNoplee has recorded 10 straight
lll9llthlY opera
profi~ after over 20. Years of '""sea. In a
brief lltatement, ·
N\11181• said that "While at UPL Mr.
Wechsler did
out1tand1ng job, which we appreciated."
Wechsler
Noplee began to re tructure UPI in April
after the com
y filed for bankruptcy.

'

g To Label Records

would like to see general warnings over their children's purchases,
Hilltop Staff Reporter
placed on albums with offensive but shefirgues that parents can't
Sh.o uld records be labeled to lyrics, groups such as Motley keep up with e_verything.
warn consumers of their sexual or Crue, Judas Priest, and Prince and i Parents often don't have enough
1
violent contest? The Parents Mu- the Revolution.
information to make good de-sic Resource Center (PMRC)
"The record industry is starting cisions, sh~ said, describing the
thinks so. This group, which in· to label now," Gore explained. day when she bought her own
eludes Tipper Gore, wife of Sena- ''What we want is for them to do it eleven year old daughter Prince's
tor Albert Gore, Susan Baker (wife in a uniform way.''
album Pwple Rain. Both mother
of U.S. treasury secretary James
General manager and vice pres- and daughter were shocked, she
Baker) and other influential ident of Waxy Maxy record stores Said. bv the explicit lyrics in ''Parl·
Washington wives, has spotlight- David Blaine, however, object.a ing Nikki."
ed the labeling issue during the strongly to the labeling proposal.
''Record companies mU.st as·
past few weeks. The PMRC feels
''We don't want to offend sume some sort of respoiisibility;·
that grade school children and pre- ' customers," Blaine said, ''but I we want no more surprises," Gore
teens are being unnecesarily ex· don't believe that it's up to the rec· said.
posed to offensive music. Record ord industry to act as a censor."
Students, making up a large
labeling, they believe, could help
Hthe industry is not responsible portion of the rec-ord buying con·
solve this problem. Gore said that for the problem, who is? Critics of sumers, are equally concerned abthe PMRC has' three major objec- the proposal believe that ultimate- out the issue. Howard student
tives.
ly it's the parents' responsibility to Sonia Murray gave her opinion.
''We want to raise public aware· monitor what their childre'! buy. · "Record labeling will attract
ness on the issue • especially that Gore agrees that parents mu'.at ex· sales," Murray said . ''If pre·
of parent.a. We also want to ex· ercise discretion and authority teenagei:s see a label on an album
ercise dialogue with the record industry and to urge them to eX.
ercise reslraint. Finally, we would
like to address the issue as a problem in the consumer market·
place," Gore said.
Initially, the PMRC advocated a
., tjating system for records, one sim·
ilar to that found in movies. The
•
record industry, however, dis·
missed that proposal as expensive
and unwieldy . Now, the group
'
Rachel L Swarns

Hilltop Staff Repor'ter

America's top four automakers enjoyed their most SUCet;'SS·
ful September ever, as cut rate finance programs helped boost
sales over 48 percent from September levels of a year ago
Independent analyst Arvid Jouppi said that the firiance
programs which expired just recently made possible the most
succe88ful closeout that the automobile industry has ever
had.
Seven companies, General Motors, Ford, Chrysler, Honda,
AMC, Volkswagen of America, and Nissan Motor Man·
ufacturing U .S.A, reported combined September sales of
839,382 cars in the U .S. compared with 566,672 cars sold a
year ago.
.
J
The daily selling rate of automobiles was also a record
setter for September, as nearly 35,000 cars were sold each day
compared with 23,611 for the same period last year.
G.M.'s Chevrolet Cavalier was the top selling 1985 car,
followed by .Ford's Escort subcompact.

theory that children should ·be
taught in their native l11J11118P
until they gradually learn Engl I ah
over the years.
Alternatives to this bilingual
approach include Engliah 88 a
second language (ESL) in which ,
. studente taken English counee
along with their regular school ·
courses, and immeraion, which
teaChes counea in Englieb but the
teacher und~rstanda the native
language. The C9une8, according
to the Educatlion De~t, are
structured so that prior knowledge ·
of English is not a prerequisite.
Transitional bilingual education (TBE) is also an alternative
where_reading is taught in both
the native language and Englieb.
In the speech, Bennett encouraged the use of these alternative
methods because, "The English
language skills of students in

i

Susie Peterson

. AUTO SAT.ES

communities, have different partment's $139 million annual
needs, Bennett said, ''To be a bilingual aid money' may be used:
citiz.en is to share in something for courses not taught in the stu·
· common-nd our common task is dent's native language.
to ensure that Our non·English
In addition, Bennett urged
speaking children learn our com· schools to use the student.a' native,
mon language.''
language only ''to the extent
Yet, according to Bennett, ''The necessary to achieve competence
government has not done very in the English langiiage."
well, I am afraid, · by these chi!- ' Marsha Fernandez, director of
clren."
tile Office of Bilingual Education
He 1aid, "Almost half of all for D.C. schools said, "It's a good
Hispanic high school students in move to p~vide schools greater
the United States drop out before freedom ... (and) I ag1ee that the
graduation; and of these dropouts, ultimate goal of bilingual educa40 percent never reach the 10th tion ·must be English fluency."
grade.
However, Fernandez said,
"We ought to do more for our ''More research is required. The
fellow citizens than to throw good whole subject has become such an
money after bad," he said.
emotional one that nobody has
Thus, Bennett seeks to loosen really developed or experimented
federal laws to allow school dis- with more models.''
tricts to use bilingual aid mor.ey as . Until now, under the Bilingual
they see fit. Currently, four per- Education A~of 1968, bilingual
cent of the Education De- education h:as centered on the
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Once again, the Central In·
telligence Agency (CIA), an organization which baa proven itaelf
historically to be a major force in

ism, world dbmination, and brutal

function. It is the responsibility'of
the Agency to collect, evaluate,
and produce foreign intelligence"
The task of the Central In·
telligence Agency is to provide the
moat accurate, comprehensive and

exploitation of African and other
oppres"Bed peoples, has been

objective information available
about national~ eecurity matters,

allowed to openly recruit on prob-

together with whatever can be

ably the premier campus of people
of African origin in the world, Howard University. The CIA was a

learned or deduced about possible
impending foreign de"e"elOpments.''
Based upon the CIA's activities,

participant in the Career Exploretion Day, which took place on
October 2 in the Blackburn University Center.

this d~ptiqn is very misleading, to aay the leaat. As we shall
oee, the CIA does much more than
juet collect information and in

I say "once again'' because since

actuality, the phrase ''national

the maintenance of U.S. imperial•

my sojourn at Howard began in .. security mlitters'' is just ' a eu-

,,
----·
•

•

"CONfrRESSiONA SLACK CA Uc.us ? ISN'T THAT THE Bl.,.
,fASH ioN SHOW
l.AC.~ CoNc;RESS.M•N HAV" EACH '<cAR~"
...

•

'
'

'

Reflections on CBC:
'Fashion
vs.
·Politics
'
.
.

.

'

There has l'ee what some would call negative press about the
emphasis a1 1l1b 15th : Annual Congressional Black Caucus
Legi s lative· W~e~'end; a11 example bei11g a commentary '''ri11en by
The 1Vashi11gro'f Post colun1nis1 Courtla nd Millo)' " '110 '''rote,
'' ..... In fac.t, nior.e people 1urned out for the fashion shO\\'S... than
any other CBC venl including the workshops, 1he march along
Pennsylvania A enue protesting 1he policies of South Africa and
the $200-a-plale dinner .... "
The major b e of con1en1ion here is the a.bsence of people
al the more seribus and cogent events; even though there is no .
doubt that the fashion show was grand and that entertainmtnt
is quite necess"a.1y, bu1 it shou ld nol be paramoun1 .
The Black corigressmen on Capi10J Hill have taken great pains
in h~lping to pa~e t~e .way for political , economic and all arOund
empowerment. )n furthering thi5 goal, b raintrt1s1 s, \Vorkshops and

symposiums oq topics that ranged fi:om the status

of

Black women; B~a c k women in si ngle parent 1a1111l1t·!>, to th~ corporate life amolg Blacks and the moral implications of nu clear
arms buildup, er.e discussed th is year.

•

These men des rve the respect of seeing more attendants at hearings that enligh~en, encourage and bring about results .
The Caucus h?s been dubbed ••jusl a big social affair'' where
many Blacks simply gather to ' ' look good'' in each other's
eyes. \\' ell, only lwatching someone pivoting down an aisle won'!
en lighten and th9 only way to ''look good'' is to be knowledgeable
about such successful acts as the author~zation of military and
defense sections -bf the 14th Annual CBC budget by Congressman
Ronald DellumS (D-CA). He introduced amendments to throw
out fu nding· for the MX missile, the B-1 bomber and the Cruise
and Pershing m ssiles de~Joyed in Europe.
Some major t emes of his proposa l were to encourage a noninterventionist rt tional security policy regarding the Third World,
and to lessen th threal of nuclear war via nuclear freeze and arms
control efforts.

..

Co ngressmen arold Ford (D-TN) sponsored in last year's 98th
Congress a ne law to enforce col lection of child support
·payments. Amo~g other requirements, the bill stipulates I hat s1a1es
" 'ithhold chi ld s.Ppport paymenl s from checks of paren ts who are
more 1han 30 days delinquent.
'
·
This year, Co~gresSman·William Gray (D-PA) of the 99t h Congress and otherslsponsored the desperately needed anti-apart..heid
ac1 1hat calls for 1he banning of new investments, loans, Kruggerand impor1s nd computer sa les in racial ly segregated Soulh
Africa.
Wouldn't it h,ave been exciti ng to cheer on a congressman for
introducing a bi ll which would make an impact on the economic
status of Blacks1 To ''unclothe''this type of bill or proposal would
have outdone ary high socie~y, New York runway model .

'
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that it baa been here every year

tio1111, and even perpetrated m&88

since that time, but n1y knowledge

murders. In her book, ''The Congo

·of its appearance here only spans

Cables," Madeleine G. Kalb de-

three Years. Buf,
the moment:
the number of years it has been

scribed one of these vicious acts:
''On September 19, 1960, the

here is of little importanee.

Central Intelligence Agency's sta·

ror

that there were etudent a'lli may
befaculty,CIAagenteonourcam- ,
pua, this converaation thoroughly
substantiated my speculation. I

just that.

remember talking to a former Btu-

Another good example of CIA

dent here who told me about a con-

murder plots against our leaders is
its attempts on the lif~ of Malcolm

veraation he overheard on the
Blackburn i Center balcony, The

X. Shortly before Malcolm's death, ·student, who is a 1986 graduate of
he revealed that he had dis· the School of Architecture and
continued to belie.v e ,that the Planning, aaid he heard one atuNational of Islam was trying to dent tell another student that he .
kill him because of certain events. could mak~ about $10,000 a year
Th- events included the French doing undermver work at Howard .
government's refl•eal to let him oft' for the CIA. My student oource
a plane to ape•k in France becaWIO quoted the student u aaying, •All
of rumors that the CIA was plan- you have to do is 'rat out' eome of
ning to aseeesinate him on French these big-mouth niggers around ·
eoil aa well aa the poieoning of his here like Walter Wooda (former
food during a trip he made to

student government president,

Egypt, which many people, including former Egyptian President

1981-82)."
Ae a part of the Black in-

Gamal Abdel Nasser, Bcknowledged was an act of American
ca pi ta I ism's '' terrorist'' intelligence agency.
In addition , the CIA has for

telligensia, we as students have a
historic rOle to play in cOntributing to the eradication of the pathetic conditions that exist in our
communities in America, on the

years had a very close relationahip
with the South African security

African continent, and throughout
the African world. We must stop·
allowing frivolous activities to

powerful, we can't do much about
its covert activities at Howard. but
we can at least demand that Ho-

What is important, or should I

tion chief in Leopoldville, capital

say importantly distressing, is

of the newly indep<>ndent Republic

that Howard's Office of Career
Planning and Placement would invitetheCIA to our campus and our
student population has not pro-

of the Congo, received an unusual
message from his superiors in
Washington, via a special top secret channel. Someone from

tested this very symbolic as well as

headquarters, calling himself"Joe

negatively practical act . In response to these two distressing

from Paris," would be arriving in
about a week with instructions for

agency, Bureau of State Security
(BOSS) and is currently "'IP•tiog
the counter-revolutionary insurgencies in Angola, Mozambique, Nicaragua, and other underdeveloped countries whose govemments are trying to take an

facts, I wi)l aaaert two positions.
One, the individuals at the top of
Howard's bureaucratic hierarchy,

an urgent mission. No further details were provided. 'Joe' arrived a
week later. He ·proved to be the

altemative economic path to capitalism's crumbling world system.
In 1965, it overthrew the revolu-

ward's administration explain to·
us why it would allow an organization that baa proven itaelfto be an

the Office of Career Planning and
Placement fitting somewhere in
there, care little about the damage
toourdignityandthwartingofour
legitimate q·uest for selfdetermination and economic
emanicipation as a people that the

CIA's top scientist, and he came
equipped with a kit containing an ·
exotic poison designed to produce a
fatal disease indigenous to the
area. Heinformedthestationchjef
that this lethal sul:istance was
meant for Patrice Lumumba

tionary government in Indonesia,

enemy of humanity worldwide to

killing over 500,000 people. In
1973, it led a coup that overthrew

participatein'aHoward-eponsoi:eft
program. In addition, we can edu-

the Chilean government of Salva-

cate ourselves mor"e about the

s uch a minimal level among our
student body that we don't recogbiµ! the importance of expreBling
our c:µspleasure to the university's

tinued, "Poison was not the only
acceptable method of disposing of
Lumumba; any form of assessination would do, as long as it could

tacit approval of the activities of

not be traced back to the U.S. gov.

the American ruling class' foremost protector, the CIA. Or maybe
we are just not aware of some of
the CIA's actions historically .

emment." She also mentioned the
scientist's admiSBion that the order had come from President
Dwight D. EisenhoWer. For those

Well, though it would probably
take about 500 volumes ofbooks to

who may not know, Patrice

dominate our minds and get
serious about our mission. Now I
admitthat~usetheCIAisvery

dor Allende, killing him and CIA'ii role in foreign and domestic
thousands more and propping up policy 88 well aa the true interests
Augustus Pinochet, the current it upholds by killing our leadero.
CIA has participated in and there- (former Congolese Prime Minis- dictator. Even former CIA spiee The activities that I dil!CU88ed are
fore , would allow any "terrorist'' ter)."
have. admitted publicly that the only an extremely amall portion of
group on this campus in the name
Kalb went on to explain that the CIA 18 a danger to the freedom of CIA undercover homicide and
of providing a well-paying job . . poieon waa eomehow tp be slipP,ed 1 opweJ¥!ed people ~ughoµt, ~e, 1 , aabotap. Reaearch will l)lyea1 1a
Two, the level of political educa- into Lumumba's food-''Or eve n world an~ that its pnmary role 18 great deal more to us. , ,
,
tion and knowledge of history is at into his toothpaste." She con- to establish puppet gove~ents
IamcallingontheHowardUni·
who allow the U.S. to rape its natura~ resoura;s at . the e~~se of
t~e1r peoples basic necees1t1es· of

versity Student Association
(HUSA) to provide the student
body with more information

hfe..
.
.
.
D1rect1ng our di8CU881on back to

regarding this "terroriet" group's
relationship with Howard Univer·

Howard's role in legitimizing

sity. In addition, I would advocate

thesekillers,accordingtoadiacuasion I had with an Office of Career
Planning and Placement employ·
ee, the CIA recruits at Howard

a grouping together of all con·
cemed campus organizatiqns to
hold a protest at the Administration Building aa well 88 the Office

throughout the Year. Responding
to my inquiry about thecriteria for
deciding what businesses and

of Career Planning and Placement. The CIA's appearance at
Howard has just added to the de-

totally convey known CIA un-

Lumumba was the first Prime
Minister of the Congo after in-

der!>anded activity, I will briefly

dependence, who many have de-

mention a few of them.

scribed as orie of the most

But, before I do that, let's first
analyze what the CIA claims to be

charismatic . and popularly supported African leaders in history.

organizationa participate in Care- nigration of our dignity aa a stuer Exploration Day, she explicitly dent body and race of people.
said that the university has a list

itsfunctidn. Accordingtoapieceof

This popularity, combined with

of organizations and businesses

propaganda which it distnbutee,

hie determination to end Weetem

''The Central Intelligence Agency

imperialism in his country, was

is a key element in the intelligenre

bad for potential U.S. corporate

that recruit throlighout the year
and baaed upon how often they re-.
Mr.Jenkinsiseditorialeditorof
cruit, they are invited to the event. the Hilltop.
·

'

•

Andrew Skerritt
-

..

Youth Play Major Role In South Mrica
Their young faces ·occupy
America's lelevision screens daily;
their blood st ains the narrow st reet s 1
of Soweto and 01her Bla ck
townships; their bodies fill the graves
of their people's Slruggle for freedom
and justice. These young Black South
Africans are armed only with clenched fists and their unswerving commi1ment to end social and economic injustice in !heir homeland, but 1hey
have successfully withstood the
mili1ary might of a racist, oppressive
regime. The you1l1 form the vanguard
of the s1 ruggle for the removal of
apartheid and the creation of a j ust
society in South Africa.
The demonstrations and riots occur daily. It now seems that the fight
against apartheid and the move to
bring down the White minority has
finally gained an unstoppable
momentum. Crucial to this momentum and the ongoing wave of unrest
now sweeping South Africa is the role
of the students and youth who have
given themselves wholeheartedly to
this struggle. Circumstance has

spokesmen, Paiil Mokabe, a Howard
University student, the youth are
committed to the removal of all
the challenge. They have staged ef·
capitalist and foreign exploitative infective school boycotts, led large proterests from their land. They believe
test marches, and have confronted
that it would be a mistake to remove
tanks and armored cars in consistentapartheid and allow the capitalist
ly thWarting the militaristic governstructure to remain intact.
menl 's
invasio.n
o.f
their
At this advanced stage of the South
neighborhoods. South Africa's Black
African dilemma, it would be fatal
youih, organized under the umbrella
of several organizations, have bravely terrible onslaught on their leadership for us to continue to ignore the conmaintai"ned an uncompromi sing has not been the only price that tlie tributions made by the youth. The
stand iu,.. calling for revolutionary youth have paid; for many the fight , Western-news media has cOnsistentchange. In this crucial stage of the for freedom has cost them their lives . ly disregarded the potency of their
long war of attrition, they have un-, Over 1,000 youths have been killed in movement and has focused instead
doub1edly added consideralble im- the Soweto uprisings alone, and an on the traditional leadership of the
petus to the forces of liberation in inordi11ately high proportion of those African National Congress (ANC)
providing new energy and ideas for · killed and wounded in recent weeks and the United Democratic Front
(UDF). The spontaneous and eara cause often impeded by ideological have been very young.
thshaking challenge of the youth,
conflict.
•
The cause for which the youth bowever. has clearly demonstrated
fight is a noble one. Their opposition. that in the face of overwhelming op.
The respect and prominence which the present structure .of South position and seemingly ineffective .
Black youth have gained came with 'African society, does not simply stop senior leadership, they possess the
great sacrifice. Long before the for- a1 apartheid. They are also fighting courage and determination to bring
mation of South African S1udents for .a ju&t ·workers' 'society in which · about the desired changes in their
Organiza1ion (SASO) in 1969, tht:y all the people can reap the benefits of homeland.
witnessed and endured a tireless can1- South Africa's immense wealth . As · i&.-. .- ~iM ii - edtlONI cohmmW
paign by the repressive South African articulated by one of their for ... lllll!nt>
transformed them inlo children of
war and they have risen admirably to

regime to intimidate and suppress
them . t JI of the original youth and
st udent organizations have been
banned. Numerous st udent leaders,
notal'tty Steve Biko, have died as a
result of police brutality. Other
leaders have been detained without
trial, tottured, and forced into exile,
while others have been banned and
forced to live in isolated areas. The

-----Letter to the Editor-----

,

a . read with interest, 1housh s'pace may not,atlow us to print each

~bmissioos should be typed and dou~spaced ,
deadl ineforletlersis~y Sp.m. Write : The Hilltop,

one.

phemism for the American capitalist cla88' profit interests. The
CIA has ·o rchestrated coups,
plannedandcarriedoutassessina-

fore the CIA viewed him as a
threat that had to be killed,
regardleBB ofhis popularity among
his people, and they eventually did

.
•

•
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the fall of 1981, I can say that I
''know'' of two other Career Ex•
plotation Day programs in iwhich
it participated. I would not ;doubt

-exploitation in the Congo, there-. Though I had a strong suspicion

Mr. Jenkins in his column ''On Barry,
Farrakhan and Zionism'' (Sept. 27)
justifies Minister Farrakhan's anti-Semitic
pronouncements with a simple dcvi~ substitute the word Zionist for Jew
· whcrcycr ii appears in the Minister's
speeches. Ycs, l\1r . Jen kips does give lip
service 10 !he vie\\ -,_hat all Jews arc not
auilty," Minister Farrakhan has at least
the virtue of consistency. Mr. Jenkins'
confusion is compounded in his description of the ''Zionist financiers'' including

!he ·Gertrude Stl:in Demo Club Campaign
Fund! (a gay sponsored fund named after·
Gertrude Stein, the late author who hap-'
pencd to be Jewish). Anti-Semitic
mythology includes thC notion tha1 the
biuest capitalists in this country arc
Jewish; actually because of the historic
anti·Semitism and racism of the ''ruling
class'' only a small fraction are.
Anti·Semllcs are not the only people
who equate bcina Jewish (an ethnic aroup
and not necessarily followers of Judaisn1,

a religion) and following the Zionist
philosophy - rabid Zionists make the
same equation; to be a real Jew you must
become a Zionist. Thus, they welcomed
the rise of Nazism and collaborated with
the Nazis and Fascists. The rhetoric of
Minister Farrakhan only bcJps the rabid
Zionists by convincina Jews and others
that OPPolition to Isreal'• ex.pa11sionist
1otnd criminal policies must be antiSemitic, at a tim~ or arowlna opposition
to these policies amona Jews in Israel and

the U.S. Is this a sUrprisc when the
Minister's embrace of Rev. Jackson and
statements equatina Rapn and Monda&C
objectively helped the most racist president in 1ece11t history get re-cokcted? Let's
all take a closer look behind inOammatory rhetoric to sec whom it really

serves.
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Social and trade unification can
generate economic strength
among the Caribbea nations,
former Jamaican Prim Minister,
Michael Manley, said I t week at
· Howard.
Manley, president of e Peoples
National Party (PNl"l, t.'.as a guest
apeaker at the "US-ClllJibbean Relations: lsaues of Con~m" forum
sponsored by the Cari bean Student& Aaaociation (CS ).
According to Madley, most
Caribbean nation• todil.y are faced
with two major prob! ms: highly
dependent economie and geophyaical diaabilities. To -combat
these problems, he ca1 tioD.ed that
Caribbean nations n
to create a

trade link among themaelvea.
''One cannot expect to minimize

said Manley.

According to Manley, the

Manley accused his successor,

socio-economic problems on

Reagan adminiatration ia exercia-

Prime Miruater Edward Seaga, of

ing the ''Monroe Doctrine'' in the

devaluing the Jamaican dollar

oneself; we need to come together,''
said Manley.
He further said that Caribbean
nations must first create locally
based economiea that will lini\ pro-

duction between tlie public and
the private aectora. . Aleo, ·Caribbean nation• muat improve the
agricultural ski Ila of the orclinary
farmer.

''Industrial developmen~ alone
ie not the answer to the national

development," Manley said.
He also criticized the Reagan

administration's policy towards
the Caribbean of ?eing ''exploitative and imperialistic.''
''We want tO retain our relationships with the United States,
but we still want·our flaga to fly,"

-

Afri~an Voyage;
By Mic ael Warr, Special to the Hilltop
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Micb~el WaJT ij a Chicago-based freelance journaJ~t.
I
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Juanita Th9mpaon '
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About 100 peopJe _gathered in
the Fine Arte auditorium Sept. 19
, to dillCU.Bll "initiatiqna as a ride of
passege in African!societies'' and
ita near nonexistence in Afro....American communities. ·
The aympoaium, held in connection with the exhitjition, Barbara
Bullock: "Initiations and Night1on1," featured Kwaku OforiAn•ah, auietant prbfeosor of African Art at Howaiul.Univenity as
moc!erator and guJ.,t curator for
the e•hibition .

The panelists were Roaalind
Jeffries, lecturer' on African Art at
Metropolitan Muoeum in New
York and Frieda High, aseociate
professor of African and AfroAmerican Art at the Uruveraity of
Wiaconain.
According to High, "Initiation
as a rite ofpa•1age ill an import.ant
comm11nal ritual in Africa that is
highly clu!rKed with aocial valuea,
cuetoma/ riilee and regulations
and ia conductecl by the aecret aociety who aoci•liw lliitiatea to particular forma of behavior."
Moreover, ''it announces
new
~· ... - .
- ·CU.UI.... ua' l'llt, 11
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'
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Former Jamaican Prime Miniater Michael Manley addre11ed studentli lut w11k
at Cram.ton Auditorium.
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U .N. To _Hold Drought Symposium at HU
Hilltop Staff Reporter

1

,

Caribbean. "Thia admiliiatration which he aaid had contributed to
is pushing into our nations a the $3.5 billion foreign debt.
political , a .nd milita~y in- " Manley criticized Seaga for the
terventionist behavior,'' he said.
soaring 27 percent unemployment
''Although Caribbean nations rate and for slashing social beare heavily dependent on foreign nefita.
.
capital, it doesn't mean that they
''If my fellow Jamaicans feel
are like an appendix dependent to auch things ahould be changed, I'm
the body . We are spvereign ready to a,rve them again," Manstates," said Manley.
ley said.
Citing Jamaica as a case atudy,
Quoting Juliua Nyerere, TanzaManley said that during his time Dian president, Manley aaid that
in office, the United States tried "what the poor need, ia a trade
· sev6r8.l times to cripple his· coun- union of the poor around the
try by persuading hie administra- world."
tion to lower the price of bauxite.
"We need to entribalize the
Jamaica ranks second in bauxite Caribbean .... Letussitasavillage
reserves in the world and it like in the traditional Africa,'' he
accounts for~ 67 percent of her ex- said.

Lisa R. McCullough

Trekking across he aanda ofTimbukt11 browsing the electronic
boutiques of Abiclj n, and weaving through the valleys, semidessert, and mountf.ins of Ethiopia was how I spent my summer. It
was no vacation. Fo~rother journalists and I had been selected as.a
1esearch group ~ l!-°ur the drought·affiicted areas of Mali and
Ethiopia. Ifs the ~nd of experience that marka you.
,
On my firstjt.1arn~y to Africa in 1978, l walked down a rural road
in tthiopia flanke<j by nomada, with camels on the left and a pilot
flyirig an agricultutal-sprayer plane on the right. TJ:iis coexistence
of medieval and mbdern life was even sharper in 1985.
More mind-bog.ling than Tuareg nomads in Mali leading
camels and carrying ''ghetto-blasters''; more disturbing than being
arrested in Axum fi~' r trying to visit a church; more upsetting than
beiD.g stranded in the desert fOr ·six· hours without water, more
diatresslng than a y of that was the way some of my colleag\iea
were viewing and tnterpreting Africa.
Particularly sh~king was the attitude of a reporter reaponsible
_ for edifyfng North Americans about events in the entire African
continent. I hav nothing against him persobally; it is his
approach, which tYJ?ifies much of the African coverage in this
country, that I wan t to criticize. His is a double-edged .method. One
1
side ia temJ>!'red bYj what the French call chauviniam, the other by
a atunning denial pf history.
.
The chauvinism/ was sophisticated as one might expect from a
mainstream joumrlist. As we eat around downing been in Timbuktu, this reporter was asked where he had travelled in Africa. In
rapid succession h~ shot off a list of countries: Zimbabwe, Angola,
Mozambique, Guiil.ea Bissua, Sebegal, Sudan, Ethiopia, etc. Notic·ing an une
omission from someone so well travelled in
Africa, !asked, "H)i.ven't you been to Egypt?" "Oh," this correspondent for the entirf _continent said, ''Egypt isn't part of Africa."
His "error" is~t gh.unded in geographical ignorance. It is
rooted in the mu d,Y bog of chauvinism and ahistorical analysis.
A visitor to E ·t is overwhelmed by the achievements of its
civilization and ~story. After viewing the Egyptian coll~·on at
the Field Museu in Chicago, the Metropolitan Art M um in
New York, the Na ural History Museum in London and th
uvre
in Paris, you m~t suspect that nothing remained in Caif.o. Had
the colonialiata
n able to tranaport the,Giza pyramid and house
it in some museum comer they would h8.ve done it.
Yet with all c{>lonialism's plunder, the Cairo Mwieum Jacka
enough apace for ~he wealth of artifacts that remain in Egypt. To
the chauvinist, t~is glorious and awe-inspiring culture coul? not
poesibly have an.Ything to do with Africa,
Even the Egyp;t ians are ingrained with this chauvinism to the
extent of lecturipg innOcent tourists that the Africans invaded
Egypt. In fact, t!Je ,\raba were the invadera. The indigenoua population was perai~tently and brutally forced aouthward. I~ was the
mixing of Arab e,\>d African that produced the Egyptian. Much of
the great monul'.'enta now associated with Egypt, auch
the
Sphinx, were bwlt before the Arab conquest.
The colorualiats aplintered and carved up Africa, and my colleague takes e~tire historicall;f evolved entities and relocates
them.t o some o~er continent. Maybe he would like to rename it as
well. The Organil"'tion of African Unity ia so named becauae thia is
the African continent,
inhabited with numerous peoples. '
1
:
A typicaljo
alistic inquiry to the villagers we inetin Mali was
~ -will your peop e survive? There was never an attempt to find out
• how many cent ·ea they had already defied and withatood alavery, c<iloliialiam drought, plague and war.
"
Pessimism dopUnated the mentality of our research group, a
peBBimism alien F the people actually suffering. AB a Bela woman
in the_ emer~eno/ camp _o utaide of'l'jmbuktu told me, aomewhat
unpat1ent Wlth my questions: "Sometimes I have food, sometimes I
don't, that'• the ray it ia." Ultimately these are the folk who will
resolve Africa's crisis.

·

In an effort to ''broaden and enhance the level of discourae by the
media, policy analysts and the
relief-oriented community'' on the
famine and drought in Africa, the
U.N. is sponsoring an ''In-

ternational Symposium on ing to Dr. Marsha L. Coleman,
Drought and Desertification'' 'project director.
.
October 24-27.
''Journalists have very little exThe conference, to be held atHo- pertiae on the subject& of drought,
ward's Blackbum University Cen· famine or desertification, said Colter, will focus on strategies to im- . eman. She lamented that because
prove the communication gap be- of this lack of expertise, ''jour- ,
tween journalists, relief agencies nalists tend to explore some of the
and public policy officials, ac_cord- more sensational issues."

Coleman cited the coverage of
Ethiopia's communist govern·
ment insl:ead of widespread
famine, as an example. "Clearly,
whenever· the question of communism is raised in an American
context, it elicits a negative connotation," said Coleman. In this
Continued on paae 10

American Support Sought For Famine
Funwako Dlamini
Hilltop Staff Reporter

''At a time when Africa is facing
the worst drought in memories,
Africans are wondering: where are
the Ble.ck Americans?'' said a
United Nations Development

Agency information officer for
Africa, at the Washington Hilton
Hotel 1Mt week.
According to Dr. Djibril Diallo,
the drought and desertification
crisis has claimed more than 150
million lives in Sub-Saharan Africa since it reached its peljk in

1981 .
''The current crisis req_u ires
both Black Americans and their
fellow African brothers and.sisters
to work together," said Diallo.
The International Drought and
Desertification Symposium was
aponsored by the Congressional

Black Caucua at its 15th Annual
Legialative Weekend.
Diallo said that among other
thingii, the drought& have cut oft'
"ethliical and political" tiea among
the 500 million Africans who are
now in refugee camps.
~

Conlinued ·011 P•1e 10
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Where's
Burkina
Faso?

. Make .Vo1r..
p1t' Orpltf

Seble Dawil
Special to the Hilltop

On August 2, 1984, a country
which had held a name based on
geographic location relative to a
river, gained a name relative to its
people. Upper Volta became Burkina Faso.
Burkina Faso was part of
French controlled 'jUpper Senegal
Niger" created in 1904. The nation
bec8me a separate colony in 1919
but was again divided in 1932 between Ivory Coast, French Sudan
(now Mali), and Niger. It regained
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Continued on p111e 10

Announcement
On Friday, October 18 at
7:3Q p.m., Frontline
newspaper will host a
public forum on South
African Liberation and
the response by the U.S.
Anti-Apartheid Move·ment.
Featured speak~rs will include representatives
from Frontline newspaper, the African National
Congress (ANC), and the
Southern Africa Support
Project, with cultural presentations by In Process,
a Black women's a cappella ensemble.
The forum will be held at
the Howard University
School of Social Work
Auditorium, 601 Howard
Place, N,W,, Washington,
D.C. For more Information call 232-3490.

The Hilltop . .is now offering rypesetting
and design seNices to campus
organizations and students who want their
flyers, posters -and brochures to look the
best. Let our production crew g!ve you that
·much needed professional look.
;

Flyers •• • • ·~· • • • • • 2_0 .00
5

,

•

• • • • • • • • • 30.00
5
Resumes • • • • • • • • 15.00

Posters

5
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•

,

.

Cartoonist available at special rates.
Note11 We supply the design, you take care of the copiesl

For more information, contact:
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The highlight of this year's
homecoming celebratipn other
tha"!- the football game against
Virginia State, will be t~e crown·
ing of Miss Howard ~985-86 .
Seven young la · s representing
various schools nd co)leges on
this campua will mpe!e for the
title in the MiBB ow~ Pageam,
"Metamorphosis: A Change Must
Occur," on Saturday October 12 in
Cramton Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Wikita Hoffman, th~ 21-year·
old MiBB School of Ar~hitecture
and City Planning hail~ from the
city of Annapolis, Maryland and
hopes one day to· become a good
architect ''known for mylwork, not
the tone of my skin." She believes
that the Homecomidg theme
"Metamorphosis'.' relates to her in
that she is stepping out ,in doing
this pageant. "Usually I am a selfcontained person. I dorft usually

·~

1

hang around crowds

orlanything

like that, so in a sense, ~his is the
metamorphosis in myself."
Wikita hopes to be remembered
for her independenc;e Ionce she
leaves Howard and she admires .

her mother for getting a.,, far as she
has without going to sl:hool. She
credits her mother for putting her
through school and s41-ys, ''if it
wasn't for her, I woulq not have
gotten this far in my ·life.'' Wikita
eilcourages all your1g wbmen to be
strong in knowing what they want
to do.
1
Representing the SchF,l of Business and Public Administration,
Valda Johnson says, "!'ye changed
tremendously in that I use to be
naive and I didn't understand the
actions of other peop1e ." Since
coming to Howard, the ~0-year old
young lady says, "I've learned a lot
about myself and others." She is
from Westmoreland Cf unty, Vir-

'

ginia and is a junior with a major
in Acturial Science and a minor in
Voice. Her career goals include
functioning as a major asset in the
development of a successful Black
insurance company. She stresses
helping others ~ause it is her belief that you can not truly be succeBBful if you do not help otherg,
Valda admires Shirley Chisolm
for the work she has done for civil
rights and in helping to make
Martin Luther KingJr.'s birthday
a national holiday. She hopes to be
remembered for her willingness in
helpinl( others along with her
faith in God. From competing in
her school's pageant both this year
and last year, Valda says, "I have
learned to have a competitive attitude and even if the crowd is behind someone else, you must hold
yout head high and continue'to believe in yourself."
Michele Merriwether, the 20year-old representative of the
School of Education hopes one day
to become an elementary school
teacher in Washington, D.C., her
hometown . With a major in
Elementary Education and a
minor in Early Childhood Education, she feels she is changing
everyday and .hopes her· credentials as a Howard graduate will
back her up in-the work force.
This junior admires Debbie
Allen because she is both a great
dancer and well-spoken. ''I just
love to see her perform and I hope
someday to open up my own dance
studio for children who are deprived of such cultural·activities.'1
Michele would like to be remembered for her academic achievements and stresses that other
young women learn ''to have faith
in themselves to go out'' and compete in pageants with a positive
attitude.
Miss School of Engineering, 19year-old Tewana Ramseur hopes

one

'•

•

'

·Back row: BeNie Swint, Camille Ward, Tewana Ram.9eur, Wildta Hofl'man.

Front row; Tracy Spann, Michele Merriweather, Valda Johnson, Karen White.

not to have to rely on her beauty to well-rounded person and encourget by in life. She is from Wilming- ages all young ladies to have the
ton , Delaware with a major in heart to sign up for their school
Electrical Engineering and a pageants. ''This is one-way to show
minor in Business. Her career your love for y~ur school."
goals include working in the diAnother Wasnington, D.C. nagital systems design field and to tive, Tracy Spann, Miss College of
own some sort of business later in Nursing, relates to the Homecomlife.
ing theme in that ''I am constantly
Tewana admires her mother for increasing my knowledge, awarekeeping their family together in ness, and growth." The 23-yearaddition to working. She would old Nursing major hopes to become
like to be remembered for being a ' a pediatric nurse and is in her

remembered as a symbol of friend·
ship and encourages other young
ladies to "put forth their beat effort
in achieving their g9&ls."
Representing the largest of Howard's 17 schools and collegea as
track."
From competing for the title of MiBB College of Liberal Arla, BeMias College of Nursing, Tracy ssie Swint hails from Eastman,
1
'f'ecogni.zed that there is a divers- Georgia. The 20-year-old Ecoity of talent amongst us and even nomics major and Business Adthough people have different per- ministration minor aspires to J>e·she hesonalities, we can wo"rk together to come a financial analyst.
m
achieve one thing." She hopes to be
<.:11ntint•l·d on pa~~ 7

senior year. She admires her
mother because ' 1she has been
through so much in keeping me
from doing the bad things in life ...
and she kept me on. the right

•

•
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tJa

ried over. That's what good abday and all of a sudden you're
out being in the same
a beauty queen. It's not about
position-you don't change-beauty. It's about beirlg a posiyou are who you are.
tive individual who sets a good
role model. I'd just say, walk Q: Each year, no matter what
happens, no matter how wellwith respect. It wasn't a big
change for me; a lot- of the ' organized the pageant is,
there's always controversy
qualities that I had just carsurrounding the fundamental
idea behind having a pageant
in the first place. What do you
think this controversy stems ·
from? ·
A: That's a good question. I can't
really give you specifica, why
some issU.es come up controversial,~ or why there are

Garry G. Denny
Hilltop Staff Reporter

HE · MAKES

EVIL

AN

EVENT.

DINO DE LAURENTllS PRESENTS
STEPHE~ KING'S SILVER BULLET · GARY BUSEY · EVERETT McGILL · COREY HAIM
MUSIC BY JAY CHAITAWAY · BASED ON THE NOVELETTE "CYCLE OF THE 111/EREWOLF" BY
STEPI IEN Kl
·SCREENPLAY BY STEPHEN KING · PRODUCED BY MARTHA SCHUMACHER
[!IJ..:.;:~j °"FTED BY DANIEL AITIAS
- ~.~~~Plfl.~.
1
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Star:ts Friday, October 11 at a theater near you.
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The fol~wing is an intel".View
with Ms. Lisa Lewis, Ms. Howard
1984-85: In a frank discussion about her activities and achievements over the past year, Lewis
also offers insight into the role of
Ms. Howard and advice to her successor.
Q: You've been MiBB Howard for
a year now,_and it may not
have all been fun, but you
hEtve eight young ladies in
there now who want to be Mi88
Howard and may not understand what it entails in being Miss Howard. After being
Miss Howard for a year, what
advice do you have to offer
your successors?
A: I would tell the future MiBB
Howard to first of all, be yourself. It is a good feeling that
you're recognized by everyone
on campus; however, try not to
let it go to your head as far as
being so proud that people begin not to look up to you. I
think you have to be your own
individual, display the quali.
ties that make you the leader
for which you were voted. I
also think that you have to
chOOB<>-you'll get asked to do
many things of which · you
"can't of Course do everythingscreen the things which you
are asked to do, but take the
time to make a good decisionwhatever you think is worth·
while. Most of all, though, be
yourself, and know that she
was chosen because they
thought she would make a
good leader. She should try to
keep those qualities throughout her reign.
Q: Some people believe that there
is some kind of image one
must uphold as a titled individual such u Miaa America
or MiBB Howard. What do you.
think about this f\1ndamental
premiae?
·A: I think that the main thi111 ia
to carry younelf with 1 1 1 1 ct.
Hopefully, the individual who
is choaen will a!Nady ho...
that quality, so it won't be a
thing where ohe'll have to
chanp her waya. You reslly
juat have to be younelf-rm
not aaying wear a di ! 77 every
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Garry G. Denny

world."
Beesie hopes to be a syµibol for
young ladies growing ~p to let
them know that beauty i'n't all it
takes to get by. She a~ires her
mother because ''she nurtµred and

.A

•

misinterpretation . There
may be times when our rules
could be a little mo specific,
but then other tim's when I
• look at it, they do 1no\ seem
specific enough. Sore people
have grievaltcies a1>9ut, for ex~ple, Miss Howar~ must be
single. And the rea n for that
is because it is Miss oward. If
you were to have so eone who
was married, then i would be
Mrs. Howard, or MJ. Howard,
somethin11 like th~~. So, you
get into a lot of littJe nuanc.es
and I'm really not sUre what it
stems from. It coul~stem from
the intensity of p~ople who
want to be Miss , oward so
badly that they jus ' go on with
it, knowing that hey don't
necessarily agree 'l'ith it.
Q: Many people seeT to think
that there is, or sQ.ould be, a
close connection wilh Miss Howard and stud~t,,t government. Do you belj"eve that is
true.? .
A: I thin!! that Mi88 Howard is a
separate entity, u'nfortunately. She may be aski-1 to appear
at the same proil[ams and to
speak and tO perform, but I
don't think that stle's i!jcluded
enough. I don't think that the
administration o~ the Student
government acfnowledges
her enough. I think she could
be involved in mofe programs.
Oftentimes, you liave to reach
out and .ask. So tjasically, the
J
rate of involve~nt is wha.t
you make of it. If had waited
around until so eone asked
me, I don't think would have
done as much as I have done
this year. So, if, as Mi88 Howard, you see ~ hear about
something wit which you
think you shoul~ be involved,
then you should ~o and inform
them. Unfortun~tely, a lot of
people look at you like, "Oh,
she's a queen, isri't that· cute ..
' that they
and I don't thi'/"k
take this position seriously
enough. I'd tell e next Mi88
Howard to reach out, let them
know that she is illing to get
involved, and ~ at she has
more than beaU.ty-physical
· beauty, and tWat She's intelligent also. I
Q: Exactly how di~ being Miss
Howard forwarki your local
popularity?
k Well, I think th~t I was very
fortunate, Durio~ my i:.eign, I
· participated in Iquite a few
activities arounQ the campus
speaking and Mrfonning my
dance. But most pf the things I
did were outaid' the univeraity. I went to several church.. and 11poke .,,.d performed
my dance. I was yery fortunate
to be on the 700 P,lub, which is
a Christian b~dca•t, nation·
wide. l •loo goti to appear in
Euence mag~J7,e, and from
that I was
to receive
ao lnany letters f:rom inmates
in priao1111, and from ao many
different people in different
'• perta of the country-I even
1 eceived a lette~ f:rom eomaone
in Nigeria. P!"'ple are very interested and +xcited about
1omeone doing 's omething
positive, and becauae of the
ezpo1ure fro EMence and

.

I,

Randy Bolen on guitar. Although
it would be irresponsible of me to
blatanhly advertise this year's
Homecoming Concert, I don't really care.
In a word-don't miss Pieces of a
Dream at Cramton. I guarantee
that every dime you spend will be
worth the expense. This four-man ·
band is about the best jazz group in
the country and their live performances are always on the money.

taught me all of the things I know"
as far as having respect for others.
Through competition in the Liberal Arts pageant, Bessie says, ''I
learned you can also have fun and
how profesional a group of students my age can be." She would
like to be remembered for her community service and her love and
respect for her people.
With hopes of becoming an international media person and
plans to both won itnd operate
broadcast facilities in the United
States and Africa, Camille Ward

Ebony and the 700 Club, I was
contacted by people from letters or phone calls. So you never know how doing something
will touch some'One's life. l also
visited a children's handicapped school, which was very
special to me.
Q: Have the experiences of being
Miss Howard actually prepared you for what you want to
accomplish later in life?
A: Oh, yes. I think that the people
that I've met between now and
this last year have given me a
firm resolution. I think I've
met some people who are willing ·to help and lend a hand.
Th.is past experience I've had I
think gives you a small taste
of what life really is 8.11 about.
This past summer I worked at.
a children's theater program
and being able to work with
the children, teacliing them
dance, and acting and creative
·writing-and they knew I was
Mi88 Howard- I kind of gave
them, I think, an extra push. It
seemed to kind of motivate
them that they were able to
look up to a queen who was not
necessarily White . I think
that it is important to let ·the
children know that we have
queens that are not only from
the Mi88 America Pageant but
from the local scene who they
can look up to.
Q: What is the last idea you want
to leave people with who are
reading this interview?
A: First of all , I'd like to say
''thank you '' to eVeryone for
accepting me. The majority of
the students have been very,
very kind to me. Just being
known on campus really does
make you feel good. I want
thank them for acknowledging me and respecting me, and
that we all need to experience
a change in our lives, and that
change should be positive. Be
yourself. This year I think I
did that. I didn't want to turn
into some beauty queen, and I
just was glad that people
accepted me as I am.

reigns as Miss School of Communications. The 22-year-old Boston, Massachusetts native is a
Broadcast Journalism major with
Drama as a minor. She states, ''I
have gone through a metamorph-,
osis every since the day I first arrived here at Howard University,"
and she credits Howard with shaping and molding her into a very
conscious African -American
woman.
Camille admires Ha.r riet Tubman because, ''she did not let anything stop her from helping her
people. She continued to go back to
the Underground Railroad time
after time even though she was
wanted dead or alive by the opposition ." Camille hopes to be remembered for her fighting spirit in
seeking to make the unjust just
and ''to leave a legacy for the future generation of children to be
used as a catalyst to raise the consciousness level of our people." Of
competing in her school's pageant,
she says, ''I learned never-ending
faith'' and she encourages any
other young lady to immerse herself in herself, stepping to the beat
of her own drummer.''
21-year-old Karen White will be
representing the· College of Fine
Arts. Hailing from Philadelphia
with Acting as her major, she hope
to become a well-known actr~ss
portraying only positive roles for
Black women . Karen admires
Cicely Tyson because ''she has survived and kept to both her values
and '!l!i[als without playin11 de-

grading roles'' and she cont-insly
nortrays a positive image for
h !.,ck f"emales.
Through her presence in the acting industry, Karen hopes to
accomplish the ''the presence of
not just being talented, but
scholarly and the ability to teach
history through art." Once she
leaves Howard, she would like tO
be rememhered for her hard work
and her fight to keep the College of
Fine Arts open.
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YOUNG LADIES TO HAVE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED BY STUDENTS

.

8

AT THE ~or1rruf..•1&~u TRAINING INSTITUTE

5401 FOURTEENTH STREET , N.W ..
T HE NATION 'S ONLY NATURAL HAIRCARE SALON,
PROFESSIONAL HAIR BRAIDING AND TRAINING CENTER
All Styles are pre -sel ected and all 'stude nts are monitored by
L ice n sed Professional Bra ider s
•
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AMERlC~N EXPRES_s
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540 I Fourteenth Street . N. W . • Wa shingto n .. D.C. (Cor11,., ,,f Jcffcr.w n)
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723-1827

'

100 Prizes!·

Poetry
Contest
A $1 ,CXX> grand prize is being offered in World of Poetry's exciting
new poetry contest, open_to all
students.There arc lOOprizcs in all.
Beginners welcome! For a FREE li1t
Of rules and prizes, write WORLD OF POETIIY

2431 . - . Dopl. 'Cl
lecr.nento, CA 11117

Please print ...
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HONORED (Sorry No Checks)

Call 723·1827 a nd <na ke youc appo•ntment today'

Win$1,000I
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Lloyd and Cedric Napoleon
'
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•

crownin . 'Jear

Conllnt1td from pagt' 6

•
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Queens rofile
lieves Howard has bro~ht her
through various stages. r.'I came
here as a young girl sea"lhing for
knowledge and am about1to leave
as a young woman ~ho has
JChieved the knowledge viat will
allow me to work in the T rporate

/

pressive, especially newcomer

However, part of that fantasy solo was without a doubt the highHilltop Stalf Roporter
came true as the group Pieces of a light of this particular selection.
Throughout the remainder of
If I could bring myself . believe Dream played to a gracious Sunin reincarnation, I would. PfObably· day evening crowd this past the evening the group performed a
series of their more popular tunes
like to return to this life a wai- weekend.
ter. Not just a11y waiter, But, a
Beginning the set with an old including ''Tell Me a Bedtime
waiteratD.C.'spreetigiou andre- standby, ''Feelings," the young Story,'' ''Fo, Fi, Fo," and Grover
nowned jazz club Blues A ley.
. men from Philly managed to add Wash,ington's ''Mr. Magic." Yet,
Just imagine-I wquld be life to an otherwise boring 'the evening could not have been
p:t 11ent night aft.er night~ an en- arrangement. With James Lloyd complete until the band played
tire array of Americars most leading the way on keyboards, the what the audience cried to hear:
talented and versatile j~ musi- trio (which eventually became a ''Mt. Airy Groove ." This tune
cians perform their magic. Well, I quartet) launched into a dynamite alone was enough to send the
don't believe in reincam~ion and rendition of ''Shadow of Your crowd into a frenzy.
The musicians were all very imI don't really want to be a waiter. Smile.'' Bassist Cedric Napolean's

Continut'd from paitr 6
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Special Note:11 ·other events have sold out! .
I
hanking you for your support.
D n't forget .about the Howard-fe~t,
Pa ade and game' ... All next week.

Homecoming Concert
·The wait is over ...
Featuring, on Friday, October 18th
for two BIG shows: 8 &.. 1 t pm_

LIVE IN CONCERTlll

•

eorge Howard
•
';

.

FRIDAY, OCT. 1 1th
7 :00 p.m. - , 2:00 a.m.
·C LTURAL EXTRAVAGANZA
Spons red by AFRl<;AN EMPO~IUM
•
Blackburn Center

Pieces · of' A Dream
•

$ 10.00 Howard Stude.n.ts., ~- _, ~· ~.
$ 12.so General Admission: ... ,A
1

••

Tickets available at
Cramton Auditorium Box Office

'
Featuring:
AFRICAN FASHION SHOW
CASH BAR
KOURAN WEST AFRICAN DANCE COMPANY
NEW WORLD PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
DONA ON: STUDENTS $5.00 - ' GENERAL PUBLIC $8.50
Tickets Available at Cramton Auditorium

RS WllCOMED -

~

Brought to you In conjunction with Powel &. Guilford
Productions

Homecoming Gospel Concert

ISSI
NEDI
OF DETROIT, MICHIGAN

SATURDAY, OCT. t 2th
IC BAZAAR AND -AFRICAN
MARKET PLACE I
t·0:00 A.M. - 7 :00 P.M ..
· FREE TO THE PUBL1C

IS

-

along with

·

•

Lorraine Stancil
OF BROOK~YN, N.Y,

PREREGISTRATION REQUIRED

and HOWARD'S OWN ...

Gospel,Cholr
OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
•

•

. Entertainment by:
PAN MASRRS SHEL ORCHESTRA
RECOE .WALKER - COMEDY
.
AHMED-NANFOULE
.· AZIZ
.
I NYASUMA, BABA NGOMA - WORLDS OF
PERCUSSION
. : DJIMO KOUYAR - CORA PLAYER
SAIS KAMALIDllN-OASIS
•
KOURAN - WEST AFRICAN DANCE CO.

•

.C

TON AUDITORIUM
OCT. 13, 1985 at 7:30 p.m.

•

•

•

'

•

.
SEMINAllS
. . • . . 12:00 INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
1:00 JMMIGRATION • THE STUDENT, THE FACULTY AND THE
· ACTIVIST
'·.
'
2:00 STUDY ABROAD SEMINAR
l:OO TUUlORISM: A PROGRESS PROSPECTIVE
"',

•

.

'

'

•

•

'

I

.

. .
· Sl'OllTS
.1100 • 5:00. P.M. SOCCER MATCH
red by RITA'S WEST INDIAN CARRY OUT

•

STUDENTS s4.00 ·in Advance
$6.00 at the Door
''
General Admission: $6.00
Tickets may be .purchased atithe
Cramton Box Office

•

•

5:00· 7 00 PM . REGGAE SUNSPLASH PARTY • PUNCH OUT)
'
•

•

. 7 :30 KEYNOTE ADDRESS
IMAM JAMIL AL-AMIN
{Formerly H. Rap Brown)
"

"

. -I- - -

•
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Popular

Howard

'

•

Lauren Ser'Pour
Hilltop St.aft'

Rerrter

At the turn of the ~0th century,
Madam C.J . Walke started the

But today, even though popular
perforrilers like' Grace Jones and
Shari Belafonte-Harper successfully sport natural hair styles,
the majority of Black women con-

Black community's tr:ar.l ition of tinue to chemically relax their
1
' processing'' hair. Her hair
hair:
At Howard, for example, of the
products-the straigh nii.ig comb is
must famous- -Rnd r~laxing tech- women surveyed on Friday (see
nique that made Walker the first
Black female mill lohaire and
started a hail- care re~olutioh that
today is a bil! inn..d.ol ·ar business.
Blacks make up 12 pen:ent of
the populat1u11 lU th-e United
States. yet they (l"'tticularly
females ) purchase 36 percent of
all hair care products( according to

•

Ess~nce

magazine researcher

Christal Roberts. .

Fifteen years ago, Wearing the
hair naturally was a menaage of

Black pride and consciousness.
1

Healthlines) , 80 pen:ent said they
perm their hair. Of the 20 percent

who we.a r unproces8ed hair, half
said they had permed their hair
before.
.

'jGirls here are really into each
other's hair. I always see girls
touching and grabbing at each
other's hair saying things like,
'Ooh girl, you're hair looks so good
.. . it's just growing. What're you
using-Lustrasilk?' and the whole
thing ," said Ellis Cravens , a
graduate student from Los An·
•

•

Update.: Unlvenity eJith Servtcee, in coDJuncd.on with the Whitman-Walker
Cllnlc, wW 8poD90r a preeentation on AIDS, Oct. .16 from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
Blackburn Center'• Fqnun. RepreHntative• frorn health eervtcea, WhitmanWalker, the lnfecdo\l.8 pi.M••~• Department at Howard Unlveraity Ho•pltal aa
well u actual AIDS victim8 will be thereto answer quntiom and allay lean about
the di.Mue. With the p~ accordlnc to Health Sen.tees Administrator• Col.
Mct•in Garrett, "we will be cettina away from this 1b eet (mentality on) health to
more profeuional heal~.''
.. ·

geles. ''They have me tripping." ·
It seems, the:n, that the fashion
started by Madam Walker is firmly entrenched.
So, how does- perming work?
''Permanents and relaxers work
by breaking down the disulfide
bonds of the hair follicle's protein
structure,'' said Dr. Harold R.
Minus, a physician in the derma·
tology department at Howard University Hospital "The bonds are
then rearran~ molecularly to
make the hair straight [or curly in
a curly perm]. The neutralizer
[accompanying commercial products] then rejoins the bonds., This
all tends .to make the hair follicle
extremely sensitive and s11scept·
ible to damage."
But damage can be minimal if
the process is carefully done and
the hair is properly taken care of.
According to surveyed campus
women, 46 percent have had thelr
hair 4amaged by the chemical
process.
)
''Most serious problems occur
from improper application of the
chemicals," said Jerry Kernes of
Johnson Products Company, one
of the leaders in the Black hair
care industry. ''This genera'.lly
causes .breaking and thinning of
the hair.''
For this reason, it is essential to
use only one type and brand of·
chemical at a time.

Bumps
Abound

Freda Satterwhite
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

\

ealthlines

•

A

• The Gradµ.ate Student Council is sponsoring an In·
ternational !food Festival today from 12 to 2 p.m . in the
School of H ~man Ecology's Foods Lab, room 3025. The
seventh ''Talite a Bif of the World" will highlight different
foods from
unp the world. The public ie welcome.

-

•

;.'

•

•

• Tel-M , a nationwide phone-in public service health
program, al owe you access to a wide range of medically- ·
related topicr:-:-from cancer and heart disease to fitness training and weight loss just by picking up your telephone.
It was ~rted in 1972 in California because healtb. profeBSionals tl)ere felt a dire need existed for an inexpensive
and easy-to-~ method of getting health information to th~
general pu~lic .
Tel-Med now delivers thousands of health messages each
month in rtiost cities throughout the U.S.
To use it, I.imply call 341-8000 in the District area and ask
the operatof for the number tape topic you are interested in.
However, as long as you know what topic you are interested
in, the ope~ator should be able to helo vou.
.
Tape number brochures are av81lable at your local Giant
grocery store's Consumer Information Center or pharmacy
(Giant sponsors the tape program in the metropolitan area).
Tel' Med
not intended to help you diagnose your own
illness; only a doctor can do that.
• Begiru)ing laat Friday, the "It's Your Health" page staff
cond_u cted j-he first of. its bi-weekly campus surveys to be
cont1nued .~n every Friday the health page 1s not published.
That meanr there are three survey days left this semester:
Oct. 18, Noy. 1and15. Be sure to come to the ground floor of
Blackburn Ponter between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m . on 'those days
to stand up, give your opinion and be counted.
On Frid.a~, 161studefita,81 women and 80 men, filled out
the. survey Iform, answering ~our. questions a piece each of
which relat;ed to the lead stones tJ;i1s week, hair permanettta
and razor ~umps.
The
rr_om the unscientific survey are as fo,llows:

I•

results

Women were asked:
Do you pe
your hair now?
80% - yes

20% - no

If you don t perm your hair now, have you ever permed it
before? Of he 20% answering no to the first ·question, 50%
Bl!-id ybs, wr.ile 50% said no. to thil question.
·
Has your h ir ~ver been damaged by permanent.a or relaxers?
46% - yes
Do you see a difference between lye and no-lye relaxers?
4% - undecided
56% ·- yee
40% - no
-.
Men were asked:

I

.

-

Do you prefrr women with straightened or natural hair, or do

\

you have a l ~reference?
· 23% - permed · 37% - natural
40% - no preference
Do you ahaYe?
82%-yes
18% -no
H you do s ve, have you ever experienced problems with razor bumpe?
44%-yes
56%-no
What have you Uled to successfully get rid of them?
18% - !'!1'1Jar razor 7~ · apecial razor (Black man's)
11% - Mll81c ~ving Powder
Haven't ~ rid of them - 4%
20% - otlier
.
30% - no anawer

I

Will there ever be a solution to
those uncomfortable and unsightly razor bumps that plague the
Black man who shaves?
. Ne&.rly -45 percent of Black meri
get razor bumps, clinically known
a s pseudofolliculitis barbae, if
they shave. This nearly mirrors
the numbers at Howard: in a re, cent in{ofibal campus survey (see
Healthfines) 56 percent of shavers
said they experienced problems
with the little white bumps.
They are the product of shaving
the Black man's curly hair; hair
that, as it grows out, tends to curl
back around and into the skin.
They can eventually become infected by germs, producing varying degrees of pus. They are itchy,
aggravating and can form permanent scars.
"It's Pl:linful if you shave and it
itches if you don't,'' said senior
a ccounting major Mick Mallorv.
There is no present cure for the
bumps, but there ~ remedies ,
orle of which is to grow a beard.
But if one wants the hairless look
there is another.
'
Magic Shaving Powder has been
floating around the Black community since 1901, helping the
Black man care for an age old
problem. •
The powder is now being studied
at the Dermatology Department
at Howard University Hospital to
confirm its safety and effectiveneBB.
· Though Magic removes facial
hair: without use of a razor-the
primary cause of the bumps-the
product has its own problems.
According to Dr. Cassandra
McLaurin, chairman of the dermatology department and director of
the study, besides the fact that
most men object to the product's
strong odor, burning, redness and
dryness are associated with depilatories like Magic.
1
' 1 can't use it," said Tim Eure, a
junior in broadcast production.
"When I put it on and after taking
it off my skin would be just glowing red. ;J think it's really harmful."
Of the Howard men surveyed,
only 11 pen:ent report using the
powdered depilatory.
Beca11se . the product literally
burns hair off the face, it is imPor·
tant to watch the clock, another
reason some men do not like it.
· "There's definitely a timi.ig factor to using it," said Mallory, who
has been using it for six yean. "I
get burns and soreneea if! leave it
on too long. You just have to watch
it .
"We expe..t to find that ·(Wie of)
the powder is a viable alternative
to growing a beard ··aid
McLaurin.
' '
"'lbe point is you can get rid of it
(facial hair) but wejustcan'tlhave
like the White boys ... it'1 a much
more eenaitive situation,'' aaid
Mallory.
- ·-

-.
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Hair type8 on the yard. Clock·
wiee from upper left are Felicia
Ander•on'• natural wawe•;
D' Andrea Davh' curly perm;
Mandy Brook•' lr.noclr.ou&
natural; Jac~ueline Bair.er'•
pre.. and curl; Samantha Paten' perm; and SareUa Moore'•
alilunl nraJcht hair.

'\

P'. Wade.!Hilltop Pbot.ocnpher,

•
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''That's what happened to my
sister,'' said Cravens. "Her hair
used to be long when she was
younger. It started getting shorter
every year because she was putting all those chemicals On {it)."
Now, she sticks to one product and
her hair is growing fine, added
Cravens.
·
Common mistakes are over- and
under-processing or using too
strong of a relaxer. ''Sometimes
people tend not to rinse the hair
well enough aft.er relaxing it and if
the lye is not rinsed out it will continue to eat away at the hair," said
Calvin Williams, a hairstylist
with Shelton's Salon on Columbia
Road.
Critics disagree ·o n the im~
portance of lye in relaxers. Both
lye and no-lye relaxers work the
same way in that they both have
metallic salts. ''The difference is
that no-lye products have organic
hydroxides (metallic salts) while

the lye products have inorganic hair.
hydroxides which .are said to be
• Engage in proper and not too
harsher,'' said K~rnes . JOhnson frequent use of curling irons and
Products manufactures no perms blow dryers to keep from burning
containing lye.
or over-drying the hair. This leads
Relaxed hair should be ''touched to further damage and breakage.
up"-where the natural regroWth
• Use conditioners and hair oils
is permed after it has grown in(especially before touch-ups) to
every six weeks at the most, keep your sCalp from drying out.
according to Williams.
Dandruff is a known by-product of
''Thia is because hair grows from the chemical proce88.
the roots up. The new growth is
• And whether you relax your
natural and unpermed, but the hair at home or in a salon, be intips of the hair is weaker," said formed about the brand , its
Williams. Because the hair is of strength and the length of time it
two different textures, he con- should remain on the hair.
ti~ued, any type of stress''If you do suffer from breakage
combing or brushing, blow- or fallout, don't worry. The hair
drying'.-can cS:use the weaker will grow back," said Minus. ''Perends to break.
·
manents and relaxers do not affect
To· keep permed hair looking the matrix of the hair (under the
good, Williams offers these tips:
skin ) from which hair growth
• Keep hair ends trimmed to occurs."
minimize splitting1 and1 ~ir
It ale'!,. cannqt, per~i&;tly
waahed at least ohce a week, de- 1_.ciiange'theltNtur~ ~~ · . I,
pending on the thickness of the time;· new hair will return .
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''Get it off your chest''
•
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I-shirts-Crew Necks-Hooded Sweats

Cramton Auditorium
October 12- 14

7 :00 pm

until ..•

Blackburn Center
October 15-19

1O:OOam-7 :OOpm

•

•

.

.

C••etom T-8birt Bodine
llU Cll38/ll3C 7782

-·

Bring 1n this coupon and take advantage of our savlrigs 9frcr- · .

'
$3.95 and up T-shirts
•
Save up CD
'
$8.95 sweats
· · $ t 1.95 hooded sweats:.-$1.00
'

•

''
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Hllltop/Frida7,
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Burkina Faso

1

v.JITH ...

,r1~~ s~o'-N

its status separate from those colonies in 1947. On August 5, 1960,
Burkina Faso (then Upper Volta)
became a self-governing nation independent of French rule.
Until 1966, the government was
headed by the first president
Maurice Y ameogo. Following the
military ousting of President
Yameogo, the reigns of government were seized by and held until serious problemw of desert
November 1980 by San·g oule encroachment, poor soil, and unLamizana. On August 4, 1983, reliable •rainfall.
following "two... major changes"
The problems of this nation folin the gover.nment, Captain Tho- .low along the lines of the same trimas Sankara came to power. Cap- bulations crippling moet of Africe
tain Sankara presently heads the today. Life expectancy for the
new ruling body called the Nation- Burkinable is 44 years. For every
al Council for the Revolution 50,000 patients there is one physi(NCR).
cian on the average.
The recent focus on Africa due to
50 percent of the nation maintains traditional African religons, the extreme drought has left Burwhile Islam and Christianity com- kina Faso out of the camera eye
mand 3.5 percent and 10 percent of and, therefore, very much out of
the poii\ilat~ respectively. Geo- mind. Drought and desertification
graphically, ~urkina Faso is the have affected Burkina Faso as
size of Colorado. With a population they have affected Mali, Chad, Niger, Sudan, and Ethiopia among
of 7 million people.
As is true of many African others. Of the overall population of
countries, agriculture is the back· 7 million, 2.5 m.)llion are· affected
bone of the Burkinable economy, by drought and fi00,000 are in dire
contributing 67 percent to GNP straits. Mr. Melegtie Traore, the
and engaging the labor of 87 per- charge d'affaires of Burkina Faso
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WASHINGTON
ONVENTION CENTER
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(9th & H Street, Northwest)
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"''WED., OCT. 16, 1985

Food Shortages in Africa

10 pm - 2:30 am
Greeks
$2.00
General Admission:
BEFORE 11 :30 - $2.50
AFTER -

•

,

$3.oo

t
H:w~nd~

llu rundo

0 ...........~

11, 111811

•

cent of the population. The bxpoi t
of agricultural products such as
cotton, aeaeme, peanut.a, and karite (shea butter)' represents
approximately 65 percent of total
exports.
Main food crop,; are millet, sorghum, rice, and maize (cqrn). Agri- ·
cultural production, however, has
reached one of its lowest averages
in the past four decadee due to the

'

~r

•11...:tn.I ,,..;,,,.,.,

•

•

•

in the U.S., stated that while the
shortage of food is a problem of
priority, the ~r problem for the
Burkinable i8 the supply of water:
Only 25 percent of the population has "reasonable ace es· to lllfe
water supply" while 5 pereont 'Qf
the water in the.entire country iii
aafe to drink. Moet of the "safe"
water and the population who
have accee• to it are in the central
to southwestern areas which the
three rivers, the Black, Red, and
White Volta traverse.
Northern Burkina Faso baa
minimal water supj)ly and reliee
maiD.ly on the construction of
wells in each village for ground
water. The country is one of the
nine land-locked countries out of
the 54 that make up Africa.
Twice in this century alone,
Burkina Faso has survived major
droughts and is now weathering
its third, and poesibly its worst.
The first drought spanned 19
years from 1900-1919, tha second
from 1938-1948, and the third
from 1968-1985.
·
Adhering to the belief that aid
and support from abroad must only be complimentary to internal
sacrifices, the government ofCapt.
Sankara has implemented several
plans of action from within tp combat some of the problems. One of
these projects is the Fund for
National Solidarity which was
created in September of 1983 to
mobilize the least drought affected
parts of the country, the southweet, to the aid of the northeastern
provinces.
The plan requires civil servants
and all government employees to
give part oftheir salarieeand their
labor power for the construction of
dams, wells, schools, the maintenance of farming areas, etc. Another way in which the system is
helping people to help themselvee
is, for example, ifan outside source
were to generate the funds for the
construction of a well, all the
money would be used for the necessary supplies such as cement,
tools, etc., and the labor would be
supplied by the vill&gl!rs for whom
· the well is being built. For larger
projects such as schools, the funds
would go toward equipment and
supplies, miriimal labor, with the
government .guaranteeing teachers as "'~U as their salariee.
" ~~lfiliil.Faso, even while Upper
Volta, was a little known and even
leas recognized country. Like any
other nation on the globe there are
difficulties in this small country .

•

African Food Crisis_
Pasadena, CA 91102," said
According to the Executive Di- Wilson.
rector of the Black American ReAccording to the Director of the
s pon se to the African Crisis United States Agency for Jn(BARAC ), Frank Wilson, "If te rn a tion al Development
Ethiopia is the tip of the iceberg, (USAID), Peter McPherson, the
then we must know there is an U.S. government since October
iceberg.''
1984 has donated about three mil, ''Some Black Americans say lion metric tons of food that inthey feel not connected to Africa; clude medical suppliee valued at
to those with such a feeling, I say, $1.1 billion to drought stricken
they must take a mirror and check countriee in Africa.
what color ie their skins," said
Speaking at the symposium,
W~lson.
McPbenon said both natural and
He urged Black Americen• to "'man-made" devbtationa are con1
•respond to the call of helping tributing factors to the African
•
mother Africa" by donating cneee.
whatever they can.
In &CJ'iculture, for instance,
According to Wilson, BARAC McPhe"'l'n criticiU>CI "some Afrihas donated more than 5,000 can government.a for not t:"eform·
metric tons of food to Ethiopia, ing their agricultural and socioKenya and Senegal through dona- economic policiee. n
tions received from individuals
"Rapid population growth, overand organizations.
stocking, political in.stability and
".J urge my fellow Washingto- lack of modern agricultural
nians to send your donations to: methods are a mitjor cause," he
BARAC, P.O . Box 1004-N, said.

u:N.

••

Symposium

•

other &teas of Africa. It is a priregard, the public is forced to con- mary problem of the Sudanosider starvation versus commun- Sahelian region of Africa, the pri·
ism as the agenda, she explained. mary· focus of UNSO.
Rep. Mickey Lehmd (D-TXJ, PeColeman suggested that more
Black journalists must attempt to ter McPherson, direCtor of the
become foreign correspondents. United States Agency of In''There is a reluctancy to hire terna.t iona l Development
Blacks' to go to Africa. American (USAID), and Bertin Borna, direcnewspapers still see Africa as the tor ofUNSO, are among the prin"dark, savage continent," she said. cipal speakers to address the conIn addition to improving the ference. Rev. Jesse Jackaon will
communication gap between jour- deliver the closing addree·.
According to ColeDJ.•I)
:>-• _ _..)
nalists and public policy agents,
Coleman said the conference will approximately 60 percent of the
. long-range
'
conference participanta will be
focus on medium and
development strategies. "No one journaliata from around the world.
understands desertification and 'nle reet will include people from
low food production and water im- other UN .agenciee, members of
atudenta,.and ...demi-.
provement, instead there is em- Cong1ea1
.
h · on emergency aae••
•tan"
p•e1a
ce,
c••n•.
Coleman indicatedthaftheprqjshe noted.
,
Coleman is a con•1ltant to the ect committee chw Howard aa
United Nations Sudano-Sahelian the conference aite to "unclencore
'
Office (UNSO), whidb is 1 e pooa- the participation of Bloclr Amerible for the implementation ofpro- icen• in tbealution oCthe Aff k•n
criaia•• She urpd the public and
~ for new 1')ad•, Water improvement and irrigation d!>velop- Howard llludonta int11 oted in the
conference to call 836-7844 ror
ment.
Deeertification refers to the ex- more iD.formation~ She 8110
pansion of the S.h•ra d11ert t.o •Jll"IFJed for voluat1nL
( "11111i11 11 t •1I f r •1 111 11 :1i:t· ~
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A career with Emerson Electric's Govern ment & Defense Group is the choice of many
talented technical professionals. For diverse
projects. High visibility. Advancement
opportunity.
·The Government & Defense Group is leading
the industry in designing and manufacturing
high technology armament and electronic
systems, including radar, EW, and automatic
test equipment And our involvement in these
areas has created many challenging career
opportunities.

•

Our people experience all the amenities that
our leadership position affords: excellent
compensation and benefits, tuition reimbursemen~ in-house and professional
seminars, and a superior work environment
where our projects themselves are an
educatjon in specialized electronics.
f
•

Make your first career decision the right
one. Join Emerson Electric. We'll be on
campus Thursday, November 7, 1985. To
arrange your interview, contact the College
Placement Office. Or, if an interview is
·
inconvenient, write to:

Robert Hiles
Manager, College:Aelations
Emerson Electric Co.
Government & Defense Group
8100 W. Florissan~ Station 2218
St Louis, MO 63136
We are an equal opportunity employer in
every respect U.S. citizenship is required.
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Bisonettes Rebound
Stanley Verrett

they (the three playen) llUft'ered a
Hilltop Staft' Reporter
mental letdown" explained the
'
The Howard
University coach.
·
Debnam also commented that
Bisonettee llUft'ered through a four· .
game losing streak this past week, one of her team's major problems at
before rebounding with a 15-4, 15- this point is their propenaitY to
7 win over Mid-Eastern Athletic play "careful" volleyball and to let
Conference rival University of up after winning the opening
Maryland Eastern Shore Tuesday games of the matches.
night at Burr Gymnasium.
"We usually come out and win
The Bisonette& lost to Virginia the first game, but then we start
Commonwealth, 15-2, 15-9, 15-10; playing careful volleyball," Deto William and Mary, 15-6, 18-16, bnam said. "But power volleyball
15-5; to Charles County Commun- .is the name of the game, and we
ity College, 9-15, 15-3, 15-8, 15-2; can't win playing carefiil volleyand finally to Gallaudet, 5-15, 16· ball,'' she added.
14, 15-11.
Bisonette Tracey Smith, a jun·
Bisonette& Head Coach Cynthia ior and a former Charles County
Debnam lhowed 10me concern ab- player, ahared many of Dibn•m'1
out her team's performances, and feelings concerning the te•m's refeels that th..., are definitely rea· , cent performancee, e pecially the
sons why the Bisonette• got heat one against her ex.teammates.
in each outing.
"In the C.C.C.C .. match, the
"AB far as VCU, they outplayed first game we were psyched. Tb.en,
us. They played better defense," after we saw that we could heat
Debnam said. "They (Bisonettes) them, we let up. We just didn't
played good ball against William have the will to win anymore,''
and Mary, but they still lost, and Smith said. "I was disappointed
you can probably figure out what that we lost."
happened at C.C .C.C. Three of our
Tlie Bisonette• didn't ' display
girls graduated from there. We he- the will to win against Gallaudet,
at them the
first game,
and then either. After winning the
. . first
'
.

•

in
Jim Trotte
HHttop Spo"'

1.""
of

The Howard Univenity football
team (0-4) will look for~ts first win

of the season tom
when it travels to Wi

ow night
ton-Salem

· State University (3-1 for a nonoonference game. The game marka
the fint ever meetihg l>etween the
\two teama.
j
The Rams lost thei~ ae•o011 opener to Virginia State but have
since won three in a rO~. Over the
past ten quarters, WSSU has outacored its opponents lbl;-34.
The Bison, who did qot play last
weekend, are coming 1off of their
highest point total o~ the season
(21 ). Tailback Harv~y ·Reed re~ffense this
th~ last game

turns to the Bison

week after miseing
due to a shoulder iaj/µ ry : Freshman Lee·DeBose will ~gain start

Howard volleyball '1.'am defende against opponente.

•

•

having only four ruF'ningbacks
who have gained ovor 100 yards
for the season. Hallbafk Leonardo
Horn leads the wa with 238
yards. Punt returner Keith Torrence is averaging 13 1 yards per
return for the Rams.
Howard Head Col'ch Willi e
Jeffries said WSSU is an aggies- .
aive team and feels thl.t may help
his team in that the Bison will try
and run plays which ,i..;n take advantage of the
aggreaaiveneas. He said the Bison should he
1
able to run their
• and pe.se
on WSSU tomorrow.
·

Rams'/

optir

.,

Hil)top

·ice

Staff~

Howard soc<er

chaplpion.
_
Jim Trotter
He was born in the Ivory Coast,
H illtop Sports Editor
which is located in W~ .\ frica,
Patrick Remarck is a man and began learning Tee \\;'On Do
whose actions speak louder than at 11-years old when he saw some
his words. The 23-year old West friends learning it. 1'My friend was
Africa native won a bronze medal . doing soµie type of martial art, so I
last September at the Tae Kwon decided I would like to do martial
arts too," said Remarck in his
Do World Championships.
As you sit and talk! to Remarck, french accent.
he seems almost embarrassed to
By the time he was 15, he was
speak about his abilities; but his ready to oompete in his fJ.rBf world
abilities speak for themselve~ championship; but he said that he
two time U .S. champion, U .S .' was too young t.o compete. He conchampion, African champion, tinued to train three days a week
French champion, grand champ- and compete in tournament.a. He
ion, World Games .-champion, also competed in the World Games
', Wash ington, DC and Virginia and in 1979 he competed in his

first World Championship in Germany. He made it as far as the

quarterfinals.
''I wasn't really nervous," said
Remarck. "Actually, I was pretty

confident.''
As Remarck grew older he he·
gan to think about college. His

er said ''we are

get~ng

over the

Thomas said the goal was sim-

hump," after the Boof"rs defeated
the Colonials of Geo~ge Washing.
ton 2-0 on October 21at RFK Auxiliary Field. "Indi'fiduals made

ple. ''The GW defense didn't clear
the ball," he said. "There was a
scramble for 'the ball. after it rebounded off of the goal keeper and
I scored."
The seoond half was no different
from the first. Both teams did not
execute the set p l'a ys and fast
breaka. The Booters were stopped

some mistakes, but ~ey covered
them as a whole," ~d Tucker.

In the first half.j both teams
failed to capitalize oµ fast breaka
and other set plays. ~e Colonials
were stopped by goalf,e Njie Sheriff
who made three sav s.
from scoring on two fast break
With two minutes on the clock, occasions because they were

Worn ,n Shine
John Mile ell

•

ID

lege in France. But he said in
Franc.. he would not he able to
study for college and practice Tae
Kwon Do at the same time. He
heard about Howard whil...-at the
World Championships.
"I heard about Howard while in
•

eponer

The spring season is already on
Coach Larry Stricldland's and his
player's minds. !'le Netters fall
season came to a close over the
weekend, with a f.~nh place finish
in the Capital Coll 'ale Classic, at
Oeoraetown Univ ity. ·
Althoush they o'!ly had a total of
seven points, 16='nta behind tourument winner
'ae Washinston
Univenity's 23 total ints, the team
ii very optimiltic •tut the upcom-

,ina I
·•

~the

le"llOD.

tour ament Coach
SCric:kland said,.. '. Ina Into the fall

It's a predominantly black univer·

sity and it's a good university and
the Tae Kwon Do. is good too.' I

champions.''
So he came to H_oward in 1983
and is majoring in Physics, while
competing for the Howad University Tae Kwon Do Club.
"I think in the United States
Tae Kwon Do is more ope there

ii;

be fears his opponent. ''People
think that you are fighting
against the other guy, but you are
fighting against yourself, you try
to overcome your bodya limila.
People think that I should win.
The fear that I have iB to
because if you loee one of your flahta
you wil~ not ~ able to~tin.,. In
l "11nlln1M111 •-~ iJ

1-.

.'

fouled by the Colonials.

However, they scored their
second goal when fullback Walter
Pascoe propelled the ball into the
net, after it deflected off of midfielder Keith Walcott.

''It was a fluke goal," commented Pascoe. "It was at the right

place, at the right time."
The Booters managed to hold off
the Colonials' acoring threats over

the remainder of the game and

shut them out 2-0.
Walcott explained the key to the

victory, "When we score fll"Bt, we
play better."

•

•

•

The women running in group B
performed well even though this
group is comprised of athletes-who
are more comfortable running the
100-meter and 200-meter dashes.
Finishing first in this group was
Thereasa Allen. She was followed by
Brenda Bailey, Ruth Dotten and Sandra Franklin, who finished second,
third and fourth tespectivelY for
Howard.
When asked how will this type of
competition help his team, Moultrie
replied, "That' s probsbly the easiest
question that I've been. asked all year.
This competitiotrwill definitely help
us in our preparation for the MEAC
championship.' '
,
The next cross country meet will be
on Oct. IS, at the University of
Maryland.

'
•

•

I

season I was expecting our inexperience to hurt us, because of all of
the first year players we have. But I
was really surprised by the maturity
of the team. They worked hard on
improving their skills, while they were
gaining playing experience.''
Strickland continued, ''They called!'
team study session when we were
playing at Salisbury State, that not
only showed maturity but responsibility as well. They know very well
why they are here.
The team's doubles play, which for
the season was very poor, ·showed
dramatic improvement, with Kent
Whitley and Hawood Wlllil reachinJ
the finals of the B fli&ht doubles com-

'

I
•

DONT PUT YOUR ·.SOC
'

petition. They lost the tough match •
to George Washington's Dave
Rozner and Barry Horowitz, 2-6, •3,
4-6. "I was ready to chalk it up (the
match) when I was servina for game
point, and we were up three pmes to
one in the third set, but then I double faulted," said Whitley.
If the improvement of the doubles
play was a ·plus, then the play of Joe
Major, this year, has been somewhat
of a minus. Major 1 a returnee from
1ut year's team failed to win a match
this season. Major could not quite
put the finger on his poor play. ''I
don't know quite what's wrona. l
think it's a lack or concentration. 1
l '1t11tl.-d ot1 Jtlla«' Ii

'

TOW

D

THEID.

' ••

TAKE A STAND.AND AID IN
THE STRUGGLE FOR A FREE
SOUTH AFRICAI
DMSION OP STUDmNT APPAm

•

•

Cf PIU M 1nm1Nr

•

•

•

ward University. He said 'You
might want to come here to study.

'

Nette s Close Out ·Season
Hilltop Starr

jury came at an inoppot p1ne time,
just when Douglu WU aettJina 111to her game and just when the ·
Bisonette• need· her aiu and
power most. At pr••• time, thefWJ.
extent of the injury waa not
known.
The Bioonettes now otatw! 4-9
overall, but ironically are etill undefeated in conference play. The
victory over .UMES put them at
3-0 in the MEAC.

Long· Run

concluded that by the end of the year
10 of the teams that competed at
George Masoo would probably be
ranked in the top 20 at the end o f the
With the temperatu e holding at a season.
steady 6S-dcgrecs, t c sun shining
The field was very large so the
brightly over hcad-a tjd the smell of women were broken up into two
fall in the air, the women of Howard gro ups, A and B respectivel y.
University's cross cou{itry team gave Finishing fi rst for the women i'n
a shining performan~ .
. gr~ up A was Latrese Todd , who
In a meet held at ,peorge Mason finished 61 st overall. Tisa Robinson
University on Saturd~y, Oct. 5, ,the finished second for the Bison and
women's team enc9untered what Janice Kelly finished third. The
Couch Moultrie cons~dci~ 1 1the best group A team represents the team
field that we will facq all year .'' The that will represent Ho...,ard at the
field that Moultrie Was referring to MEAC championships -that will be
include such teams' as perrincal · held on Nov. 2, at North Carolina
powerhouse Villanov , Georgetown, A&T Univer sitY. Other team
Navy, Richmond an the University members include: Cindy Ford Robin
• of Virginia just to ame a few. lr'I Reddit, Jackie Tolbert and Dorothy
~ssing the entire 1eld, Moultrie Wilson.

ncrum

power hitter Stephanie•.
According to Debn•m, Doual••'
181 "gave out" on her clurina the
William and Mary match. Tbe 111-

•

Hilltop Sta ff R porter

Joseph R.

'

are different styles," said Remarck. "On the Ivory Cout, practiced more fighting._ Here you
practice more endurance and tech·
nique. Here I can take the ltyle
that fits me better."
Remarck said that while competing he fears losing more than

the Ivory Coast," said Remarck.
"At the World Championships my
master (ooach) talked about Ho-

mother is from the Ivory Coast and ·heard that Profeseor Yang was a
his father is from France, so Re- good coach and that he had a lot of
marck thought he would go to col· experience and he created a lot of

"

center fullback Windell Thomas
booted the ball past the George
Washington goalie to give the Boote rs a 1-0 lead.

Cosc~th Tuck·

back 8nd capture the I I clDIMl and
third gamee and oonaequenlly, the
n;gotch.
1'"l'hey are oo worried about 1-.
ing, that they are loeing,. Debnam
said of .her team, which lhe .till
aay1 is her beet team ever, dtaplle
the fact that they bu loot nine al
their last 11 gameo before the win
over UMES.
To ·make mattera wone, the
Bisonette& have played their Jut
three gameo without ~"'

Remarck Kicks Way to Tae Kwon Do Accolades

·Boote. s Get 'Over Hump'
Darren

a big lead in the 1e ccwvl paw, tbe
Bisonette& allowed G.C. to onme

I

at ,quarterback, however, the
Bison will be without fbe services
of fullbacks Ronni ~ Epps and ·
fyrone Johnson due to leg iajuries. Keith Wilkins ~II start in
their place.
1·
The Rams' offense ~ not fancy,

gameofthematch.andOF• iin1up

•

'

-

•
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Hotel Motel
C1a...•1• fro. 1J1:9ft I

•

"Maurice Willi$ is an out-

et•ndinc1ddition to eprogram,''
••Id Dizon. "He bas it (hotel prol'Ul) h11ded. in th' right ,direc·
tloa,• added the Black general
m1upr.
Lut year, Milton Wilson, dean
oftbe Scboo1 of Busi - and Pub-

lie Administration, served as the
advisor for the hotel program. But
some students say that Wilson was
wearing too many hats as de&n
and advisor.
Still, the program is not witliout
its problems. Students complain
that the 1200 hour internship
requirement for graduation is too

steep. F"our years, they say, isn't
enough time to amass that many
hours.
"Our advisory council is review·
ing the poBSibiltiy of reducing the
1200 hour requirement," says Wil·
· .Iiams.
Several students also grumble
8.bout the lack of faculty members.
"We need to get more faculty members, '' said student Paul Spence.
"Right now our interaGtion (with
hotel industry) is maihly in in-

Northern Telecom
~...A Rational Career Choice

'

'.

The merger of computer technology and telecommunications has made
our industry THE growth field for the 80's and beyond. As a dynamic
company that deals in communications technology, we can offer a
wealth of challenges to graduates in Engineering, Computer Science,
Marketing, Finance/ Accounting , Business Systems and Human
Resources. With facilities in 14 major U .S. cities, we can probably
match your desires with an area that offers the climate and amenities
you want.
Sinae we believe in promotion based on achievement, you can set your
own pace for advancement. We offer industry-competitive
compensation and our benefit program ranks among the best in the
industry. Talk t.o our recruiter during his or her next visit to your
campus. We will be happy to answer all of your questions about
locations, project assignments, and our projected growth. '
"
See your placement office to schedule an Interview with our division
representative from Digital Switching Systems on campus October 15.

For more information , send a resu'me or a letter to:
Northern Telecom Inc.
Manager, College Relations
Northern Telecom Plaza
200 Athens Way
Nashville, TN 37228-1803

Unlike other botel-

management programs in the
country, Howard's department is
part of its busineBS school. Thus,
much ofthe curriculum is busineaa
related, reducing· the . number of
hospitality ·course8 a student can
take. While this, executives say, is
good for students who want to continue their education, it short
changee students of valuable b°""
pitality courses.
1
' Howard's pro·~g1-n1 is strong as
far as business,'' said Dixon, ''but
it doesn't have thehospitality curriculum." He also asserted that
students still don't utilize the Howard Inn enough.
Hickman said, ''Perhaps it (the
program) could have a few more
hotel courses, but work experience
will fill the gap."
Williams argues that Howard's
hotel majors will be competitive in
any industry because of their
strong busine88 background. But
he concedes that Howard's hotel
program has ''fewer specialty
courses.''
Despite some drawbacks, the
hotel·management program is
carving a niche in the local indus·
try and its best days have yet to
come, according to moat observers.
Enrollment in the program increased almost 50 percent this
semester. According to Williama,

that's the largeet jiimp since the
program began in 1982.
Williama said he'd like to seethe
program capped at about 200 students, with 50 entering and 50
grduating from the program each

carving a niche in the local indWltry and its beat daya have yet to

year.
Furthermore, the hotel-motel
management program is actively

that's the largeet jump since the
program began in 1982.
Williams said he'd like to seethe
program capped at about 200 atudents, w_ith 50 entering and 50
grduating from the program each

soliciting funds from .the private

sector.
Before becoming director of the
hotel-management program, Williams held a similar position for .
five years with the insurance program. Says Williams, ''With the
insurance program two million
dollars was raised ... we hope to
do better than that here."
Despite BOlne drawbacks, the
hotel-management program is

I

•

We hire talent
notthatn
talacom
MANUFACTURING PLANTS & RESEARCH FACIL ITIES: Ann Arb or,
Ml •Atlanta. GA • Concord . NH • Creedmoor. NC• Marlton. NJ •
Minneapolis, MN• Morton Grove, IL• Mountain View. CA •
Nash vi lle, TN •Raleigh , NC• Dallas, TX • San Diego, CA• Santa
Clara , GA• West Palm Bea ch, FL

'

•
•

•

dollars was raised ... we hope .to
do better than that here."

•

l "••111in111•1! fr11111 11;1111· ~ .

rise in ethnic consciousness ... is a

Tukeva, who uses ESL said, "We healthy thing ... but a sense of
are concerned. that his proposal . cultural pride cannot come at the
will lead to further discrimination price of proficiency in English, our
against non-English speakers ... I . common language."
also believe the Department is
Th.us, over the nest few months,
worried because the program is the department will work to ...,.
somethina of a symbol of Hispanic move the four percent cap on
cultural pride and political clout .•- alternative programs and Vfill
''Why else," Tukeva said, ' 1 pureue regulatory and ad·
"would the department try to force ministrative ways of clarifying to
miracles overnight?''
local school districts that, even un. Tukeva was referring to in· der current law, they have more
stances in the Southwest in .which discretion than some districts
Mexican.American students were . have exercised. in the past to deplaced in submersion classes or termine the eztentto which native
regular classrooms where only- languages are used i inEnglisb was spoken.
structional programs,'' said BeSubmersion has been deecribed fmett.

The Howard Unlvenlty Is Conlldy
Invited to Attend the Keynote Address
Given by His f.xcellency Abdou Dlouf,
·President of the RepubUc of Senegal and
Chalnnan of the Organlzdon of African
Unity- on Friday, October 25th, 1985. His
address wlU be siven In the Cr111•1ton
Auditorium During the lntem&tlonal
Symposium on Drought
and
I
.
Dece1tlfkatlon October 24th through
•
October 27th,. 1985.
free Admission
Other Spe&keis "fllll lndUcte Rev. Jesse
fack•on, The Honorable Mickey Le1anc1,
Martin Rogal of U.S.A. for Ahka and
ManyOthen.
Sponsored by the Unleecl N.dons
Sudano·S1hel1n Ollke (UNSO), HO'lJl'n
Unlvenlty, The Hawn Unlvenlty Afik•n

•

•

insurance program two million

Bennett Speech

i

Ext~

Before becoming director of the
hotel-management program, Wil~
Iiams held a similar position for
five years with the insurance program. Says Williama, "With the

the point of death."
1
• Then there were those who
life and new identify and succe88ful completion has its rewards Would run a nail into their face
with entry into the society with and pull it out, no blood. I don't
new social, political potential as kndw,youknow?"shesaid. "There
well as added roles and were also instances where a man
would chop the bead off of another
responsibilities,'' she said.
Therefore, initiation is done in then walk him around town so the
the spirit of continuity and stabil- people could eee him without a
ity of the society. It emphasi7.es ' head. The head was later joined to
"high morals, virginity until mar- the body."
According to Jeffries, this symriage, temperance, education,
body protection; eating and song," bol of rebirth involved magic. De-pending to which level of society a
Jeffries said.
· Jetrries added that in order to person belonged, be knew the secachieve this ''designation of who ret. Magic based on secrets exists
you are and sense of self. on every level-even language
.
knowledge and beginning of life," bad secret scripts.
Jeffries said, "They 11sed magic
In over 25 major U.S. cities and the initiate milst face many chal·
on 100 campuses nationwide , lenges such as pain and h~ilia with whatever means necessary to
thousands will participate in the tion.
shake people out of a stupor or taking life for granted and to train
largest ever coordinated protest
For example, according to Jetrr- people to become good citizens, so
day against U.S. investment in
South Africa. October 11 coincides ies, there were instances of ''bind- to speak, or become responsible for
with International Day For South- ing people or thrashing them to the collective and not just their
ern African Political Prisoners, the point of unconsciousness. Pee>- own immediate family but the ez.and groups will combine divest- ple were also actually buried into tended family or the entire group. ·
ment protests With petitioning the ground and had to be dug up at It was brotherhood."
To divulge secrets led to imand, at 1 p.m. Eastern Standard certain rituals."
Furthermore, with the symbol mediate death of the individual
Time, silent vigils for the release
of South African and Namibian of convenance came a sense of oath and the destruction of the society
political prisoners. According to and responsibility. Jeffries said because it allowed others to come
the American Committee on Afri- the Mow Mow people "would drink in and claim African cultures as
ca, the initiator of the protest day, blood ... There was Oath taking to 1 their own.
the organizing for October 11 has
fostered unprecedented coordinat i.o n between campus and
comm'.lnity-based groups and
catalyzed new activity in all parts
of the country.
l 1•n li11111·1t tr•1111 11 ;1 :~· ,\
as "sink or sWim'' and it was 'd e·
clared Wlc;!>DBtitutional in 1974.
bilingual education programs
-.In.•• ~,\ljtion, there were inseemed to be no better than the
stances in which non-English
skills of those who simply re· speakers were placed in claeees for
mained in regular classrooms ' the mentally retarded because of
where English was spoken, with- their limited English. ability.
out any special help."
However, Bennett said. ''Our
However, Maria Tukeva, execu· movement away from exclusive
tive director of the Multicultural reliance on one method and our
Career Intern Program, said, endorsement of local flexibility,
"Obviously be (Bennett) wants to should not be miataken for a ...,.
do away with the program .. . turn to the old days of sink or
there is not very much research swim."
and he can not substantiate those
Moreover. Bennett said, i.rhe

•

._.llED
TECHNOLOGIES
HAMILTON
STANDARD

year.

Initiations Discussed

claims."

-

come,accordin1tomo1tob1 avet&.
Enrollment in the ptOIP am increased almo1t 50 percent this
semester. According to Williams,

South African
Protest Oct. 11

An equal oppor1un1!y employer mfl / h

•

terning.''
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Howard has done well in past
Capital Collegiate Classics winning
back to back titles in 1980 and 1981,
and ~oming. in second to George
Washington 1n 1982. Former Howard
Coach and now tennis coach at
George Washington-Eddie Davis said

more than anyone Clse on the team .

''The tournament was started in 1970

He has to calm dof,n. I feel that if

to bring together all the area schools.

relax tltey can pl&Y) ~ood tennis."
Some of the bfight spots for
Howard in the tournament were Bob
Bryant's 10 to ~ victory over
American Universijy's Jim Hedges,
and Hawood Willis 10 to 4 win over
Catholic Universit)1'S Arakawon .
Bryant stayed with a lot of ground
strokes to pull the vftory out. Bryant
said, ''My ground s~rokes were working really well, a~d I'm in good
shape, I don't get ~ired like I did at
the beginning of the season.'' Hedges
said after the gam , ''Jie's a tough
player, and he plared a fine game,
there's nothing clsi to say.••
Willis, who was playing front of
his family visiting frpm Philadelphia,
jumped out to a qick five to zero lead
·aver Arakawon. ''I ftaned quick , but
let down just for 13 moment. This
allowed him to coqie within a point
of me and make lhe score five to
four . I decided to iconcentrate and
end the match rifht a~ay ,'' said

The fall weather is the best weather .''

Davis continued, ''The schools are
also able to save a lot of money by
not having to do a lot of long distance
traveling."
From here on the Bison will have
there sights on the · Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference Championship.
It is expected to be hotly contested by
three schools-Howard, South
Carolina State, and North Carolina
A&T.
.........
·
·.·.·.· ... ·.·.·.

He also sugpoted a rerouhaving the bus leave froril Sutton
to Slowe, then to the Maingate on
its fii'st two nm&---thus enhancing
travel time.
In addition to these pointa, the
committee decided that a pedeS.trian line would be drawn at the
_ main campus stop to distinguish
where the bus should stop, 88 well
88 where studenta should be stand1ng.
They also decided that a sign
would be put up at Sutton advising
studenta to stand away from the
curb.
Campbell said that he would
also work on getting bars put on

....... .
...........
................................

.·.·.·.. .......
. .·.·.·.·.·.·..
... .......
..........
...........
:::::::::::::::::::::

Howard University Security
Officers will · also patrol the bus
route area in raae of a break down
en route to main campus or to one
· of the dorlns. ·
If something occurs after hours
call security at 636-7777.

TaeKwonDo
Conlln..ed from P•I• I

We're National Starch and Chemical Corporation, international in scope and

'

'

'

I

p~ckaging ,

textiles. · cosmeti~s . disposables. bookbinding, automotive and appliances, pharmaceuticals. water treatment and woodworking - are all impor·
tant industries that utilize our products, many of Which probably touch your life
in some way every day. Most impressive is our record of uninterrupted
growth . . we've enjoyed an increasi: in sales for the 34th consecutive year:

"My coach told me that I could
be the world champion," said Remarct. "He was Inot .telling me
tli&t to give me coµ.fidence, he was
telling me my va1ues ."
Presently 1 Reiparck practices
against Coach Sumorry Alpha because "he is the o~y one that can
take my kicks,'' said Reman:k.
"He's a damn
fighter," said
Alpha of Remarck.
Remarck says !Ps goal is to win
the gold medal]_ at the World
Championships. If he continues to
improve and worlt as hard as he
. baa, that goal shohld not ill! rsi dff.

•

•

It has taken the combined efforts of a highly motivated, forward thinking, talented
g~oup of ~ro_fessi o_nals that have brought us to the forefront of our industry. It
will take similar minded people to lead us into the future, If you set high goats
and <\Chieve them and have a solid academic background, you should know
more about us and we about you .

him.

• ~~·:.·:c:.1111 to ... ·,

'

TUTJ O::WCCM• !C,.._,..91CfW

4201 Connecticut Avie .• N.W,, Wllf'flngton, D.C . 20008

F'URNIS D
ROOMS FOR RENT
ONLY 8275-300!!!
20 ·
TS
. AVAll,ABLE
11/1/85

Each location has 10 18"1e rooms, wall to wall carpet, S full
bathrooms, hearer In each unit, indivtdual stmage space & excellent security. Locationed In quiet sectlons ·of Northwest
Washington, 1216 Clifton Square & 1816 Fairmont Square are
both 2-8 blocks from Howard University's m•tn N!mpusl They
are also accessible to public transportation, grocery stores, restaurants, banks, & Untvenilty Dorms. Sure to go f88tlll Rooms
available on a tlrst come first serve basis. To reserve your room
matl In your reservation s!JP today. Be sure to check preferred
location.

ADDRESSi ~·----------------.:.___

MALE.~·· -----

Please contact your placement office by October 15
. to arrange for an on campus interview

MY PREFERRED LOCATION IS, 1316 Folrmoat s-t, N.W•. _ _ __
121& Cl1ft.oo Street. N.W., _ _ _ __

Please visit our Representative on
RESERVE~

November 7, 1985

gqoo.

National

A ROOM IMMEDIATELY_ _ _ _ _ _ __

I WILL BE !IBADY TO MO

If unable to attend please send your resume to
Carol Dedrick, College Relations Manager

-

, __ _ _ _

I CAN BE eUCHED AT, (

mom~--P"'~--

,

Starch and Chemical Corporation

Mall to:
DAOIInc,

1377Ks-t,N.W.
Suite 6114

Finderne Ave nue. Bridgewater. New JerseY, 08807
An \•! ;rma11ve ActlOn Employe1 M I F

-.

-

WMblngtna. DC llOOOll

''

-

'

•

a leading manufacturer of over 2,000 technically advanced products. Paper, food ,

the competition."
Remarck said ~hat ~· doesn't
know how long he]will compete. "I
don't think about that," he said.
He added that he~
' ould like to get
his Ph.D after fi ishing his undergraduate wor at Howard. But
Tae Kwan Do is still important to

'

f1f'1 ' '· kll I' .....
•Ila
'CV 111·1
UJf?f11tR1111dtEt •·
• L1w H11itr Clll.

desk ~t the Quad." said Hilliard.

· You should know more about
the career opportunities at
National Starch and Chemical Corporation. •
a company comprised of people
working to meet the needs of people.

. . .. . . . . .
..........
......''...............
·.
.. ........... ·.

•
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be poeted in the forms. "If you are
on main campus, ro to the main

Accounting

'

3 II . . . .

11111 12. LIP' ''·
• C11Rf?1?s TUT-fl.TAN·
1•111111.

If a bus break• down, aigna will

If you've majored in

·.·:-:<·>:<-:-:-:·

. . . . I IAIC

the bt:se1 to further inaure student
safety.
If there are any complainta, atudonta should call Jim Colom•n for
emergencies or write out a com·
plaint.form and submit it to a dorm
·council repnaentativeA

-

. . . .....
-:.:·:-.·:-.-:-:-:-:·
...........
-:·····:·:-:-.:-:-:·.·
:-.-:
,.; :-;.:.; :-:

Tl

Bus Suggestions

Stan strong at the ~kinning and start
playina bad at the fnct:••
Jn response to questions why Ma·
jor. has b~en p~aying poorly,
Stnckland S&Jd, ''J~ has got to learn
how to win,"and th terrible irony of
the problem is that -oc wants to win
a person can go out i°" the court and

·-

•

'

N ett~rs Finish
Cr•ll

•

'•

THE BEST DEAL IN
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Take Advantage of our winning systent.
The Sands is a U.S. based company with a proven track record; aggressively involved in hospitality through our unique chain of Hotels and casino/hotels.
'
We will be visiting Howard University on: ·

October 16th
Se•inar 6110
Student Lounge S.B.P.A.
and
October 17th Interviews S.B.P.A.
'

'

•

•

'

•

•

I

A select number of Howard students who possess the education an~ initiative,
. may.be offered a 6 month - internship in one of the following areas:

'

Ad•inlstratlon • Hotel Operations • Food & Beverage
·Data Processing • Accounting
If you areonestepabove the rest, a~d are vJllllng to be part of a winning
team call Maurice Williams at 636-5174 or John Faxio at 636-5173 for more
Information or Interview schedules.
(

'

\

•

•

HOTEL. CASINO & COUNTRY

ewe I ATLANTIC CITY
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ALL You HAVE TO DO IS COMB
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HELEN M. WALKER SHALL BE
PARTICIPATING IN THE INSTRUCTOR'S EXAMINATION,
HELD AT LICENSE BUREAU OF
D.C, ANY YOUNG LADY INTERESTED IN HA YING HER
HAIR STYLED SHOULD CALL
MS . WALKER' AT 783-714J
WOODIE'S , DEPARTMENT
STORE AT 347-88SS. ACCEPTED
MODEL SHALL BE COMPENSATED. PLEASE REPLY ASAP .
THERE IS ALSO A 20 PERCENT
DISCOUNT FOR ANY STUDENT
WHO PARTICIPATES. HELEN
M. WALKER, STYLIST.

General

•

The New Yorker's LTD will be hav-

•

ing their first apnual RAFFLE. 1st

""

Prize:

~oundtrip

tickets to New York

via New Yofker's LTD bus
Thanki&iving AND Spring break.

2nd Prize: Round[rip ticket to New

York via New 1Yorker's LTD bus

Thanksgiving

Ol!- Spring break. 3rd

Prize: Free merqbership to 'the club.
Tickets S l. Dr.wing Nov. 6. For
more info call taron 789-8210.

•

COSMETICS, f OSMETICS!!
Esther Lobban
,
PRESENTS
A Revolution in Skin Cace for The
Woman of Color

The Political · Science Society of
Howard University will hold its next
general meeting on Oct . 16 a1 4 p.m.
in DGH rm. B-21 . All members and
interested persons are encouraged to
attend .

•
Hypo-Aller8eniq Aloe Vera Make-up

Saturday, October 12
Noon to 4 P.M l

1

•

,

San Francis co Mime Troupe
Workshop , Fri ., Oct . 25 . Ph ysical
Edu cation
Anne x
Bu ildin g.
Work shop Tim e: 10- 1 p .n1 . o f
1:30-4:30 p.m. Lintited space for stu dent reservations at $5 . Call Dr .
Miller at 636-7175 by Monday, Oct.
21 st at 4 p.m.

2nd Floor-Car~1;e;:ie Building (Old

School of Religion)
Howard University COME, EXPERIENCE A NEW YOU!
The New

1

Yorke~'s LTD will be spon-

soring their first SKI TRIP on Feb .

14, 1986 to the Rama"da Inn in
Somerset, Pennsylvani,a. Price
$122.00/ person based on four in a
room. For more info contact Ethyien
Brown Sutton 718-789-8124. A
deposit of $25/ person is due Nov . 6

The
next
meeting
of
TOASTMASTERS will be held on
Thursday Oct . 17 at 5:15 p.m. in
Room 415 of the School of Business.
All interested persons are invited to
attend .

to secure your Teservation with the
balance due Jan . 17, 1986.
Attention:
''It's a Carver Hall Weekend.''
Friday Oct. 11 ~e're presenting ''A
Party On Elm ~treet'' Time 9-until .
Donations SI
Tonight! Tonight!
Tonight!
·

ABRAM HARRIS ECONOMICS
SOCIETY will have a meeting on
Oct. 16 at S p.m . in Room 313 in the
ASB-B. All are welcome to attend .

·j

THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ASSEMBLY in conjunction
with TRANSAFRJCA will be sponsoring ''Howard University Against
Apartheid'' Friday, November I
Embassy of the Republic of South
Africa
3051 Massachusett s A"¢e., N. W.
''Join us in· the fight ag3.inst racial
injustice''
For more information contact Keith
Henderson or Sonya Loc ket
636-6918 / 19.

AND TOMORROW :
Saturday Oct. 12 Carver Hall is
presenting
''ALL
NIGHT
MOVIES." Tif11e 7 til sleep!!! Donations 50 cents. 1.so come and eiij.oy
two evenings
fun and entertainment with Carver Hall's Best.

or

The New Yorker's LTD will be having a meeting vJed. Oct. 16 at 7 p.m.
in Blackburn 8i\iditorium. You will
only know what's going on if you
' .
come to the meeting.

A conference of ''Racial Comparative Research,'' funded by the
National Institute for Mental Health,
will be held Oct. 17 and 18 at the
Howard University Inn. Participation is free. For more information,
call Mrs. Dorothy Vance at 686-6770.

Attention: All -Juniors. Junior Class
Week is co~ing. We will be
cclebJating Jr. <J:lass Weck Oct.21-2S,
so all Juniors look out for the week
that we call ••s ILL I RISE.'' Sponsored by the J . Class of L.A.S.C.

•

PEACE CORPS
There will be a Peace Corps campus
representative in the Human Ecology
Building, (lower lobby), for the rest
of the year. Interested persons are
welcome.

HOMECOMI •G HAPPY HOUR
WOODIES HILLTOP PUB extends
you to visit for the victory celebration
after the Homecmong Game,
Howard vs. Virginia State from 5
p.m.-8 p.m. I
1
I

IT~S

COMING'!!
OCT. 26
Zeta Phi Beta

Attention, Dancers, Models,'& T . V.
Personalities!!! Television Auditions
fof the internationally syndicated
dance show-THE DANCE CONNECTION!!! are at the Lansburgh
Cultural Arts Building 1st Floor 420
7th St . N.W. Every Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. Be There!!

To the 1985 IZ and BEAU Courts,
there's only one word to describe
you .... IMPRESSl'l'E!!!' ZETA PHI
BETA SOR<j>RITY! ALPHA
CHAPTER. I

Saturday night Oct . 19th at the Convention Center Lounge (900 9th St.
N.W.) Drink, eat and dance with the
CLASS of 75 and 76. Time: 9 p.m.
Donation $12.00. Questions??

Califor.nia Club meeting Tuesday
Oct. 15. The Meeting will be held in
the Blackburn forum at S p.m. Be
there or be sqau e! Important topics
will be discusse .

462-5395 .

If you interest 1 in declaring History
as either a ma~
· rJ>r minor, please
come to Room 14 Douglass Hall for
information. Al o, Professor Arthur
Burt, the Director of the
Undergraduate Program, will be
more than glad to chat with you in
Room 303 Dou~ass Hall, 10:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. dally.
There will be a 'meeting of the
History/Pre-Law Society for all interested persons
Tuesday, Oct. 15,
in room 324
H at 12:30 p.m.
Please be prom t.
•

All PR Students. The D. Parke Gibson Chap. of PRSSA will hold its
n~t generlil meeting Wed., Oct. 16
at t5:30 in the C.B. Powell Bldg., 2nd
Floor, Rm 246. Please enhance the
meeting; Come!!!

Pn

· HOTEL/MOTl/L MANAGEMENT
. MAJORS
_I
·
· IMPORTANT Sands Hotel &
Cuino Recepti n
Oct. 16
6 p.m.
School of Business Student Lounge
Mini-Intern S~-ups same day.
BUSINESS A TirlRE PLEASE II

I

•

I

i

Drink, drink, drink, dri~ drink,
Happy Hour!!! Sponsored by
WHBc:s3 in collaboration with the
D. Parke Gibson Chapter of PRSSA
at the Howard Inn, Oct. 17 from 5
~o 9 p.m. Be There Or Be Thirsty,
forever hold your peace!!

The Brothers of ALPHA PHI
ALPHA FRATERNITY, INC.,
BETA CHAPl'ER, co"lll'8tulate
Alpha Sweetheart JennelleJ•m ! 1
on being crowned Mina Bleck &
Gold 1986-8fl.
"06 Baby"

William J . Seymour Pentecostal Bright Eyes,
Fellowship of Howard University
You have made the difference in
presents Rev. Godfrey Paterson, ·my life, and I just wanted you to
pastor of Metropolitan A.M.E. know that. I love you.
Church of Cumberland, Md.; formForever,
er student of the Divinity School;
Sad Eyes
former basketball star; nephew of
ERIN,
Bishop Paterson, will speak on
FIRST SLICED BREAD NOW
'j Apartheid and Christianity'' at
Seymour House this Wednesday, TlflS, HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY
October 16, 1985 at 7:00 p.m. Lo- E. YOU ARE DEFINITELY
cated at 100 Bryant Street, N.W. FRESH. I KNOW YOU
THOUGHT THEY WOULD BE
ALL WELCOME.
OFF BY NOW BUT I LIKE THEM
BE'I'I'ER ON ANYWAY. HAVE
EMPLOYMENT-PLUS
FUN AND ALWAYS REMEMPRESENTS
BER, I LOVE YOU LIKE UNCAREER PLANNING AND
REAL ... SIX MINUTES ERIN
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP
Tha techniques taught in this EASE YOU'RE 21, 21, 21
THE JOKER
workshop have been proven highly effective in reducing the length
TO: Edwardsville Kid, W arrensiof unemployment by as much as
ville Twins, Cw ,&Eb, IDGAF IS
50%. Tuesday, October 15,, 1985 7:00pm - 9:00pm - Human Ecology THE KEY TO LIFE,
why be normal?
Auditorium.
G-Man
The Brothers of ALPHA PHI
ALPHA FRATERNITY, INC., To Major Emotion A.K.A. PMS
BETA CHAPTER, proudly ATI'ENTJON: Keep it up and we
present their annual Homecoming will supply rope, and or ammo becabaret/fashion show: "NIGHTS cause, IDGAF (plural)
OVER EGYPT." Free hors Luv (platonically of course),
d'oeuvres and cash bar available. Palm.ars
Hotel Washington located at 15th D.C. GUYS
and Pennsylvania Avenues, N.W. $Bill
Tickets are $9 in advance and $11 Two guys from the midweat.
at the door . See any Alpha or
Alpha Sweetheart for tickets.
' To Wikita Hoffman
My sincerest congratulations on
FRIDAY is ANTI-APARTHEID becoming Miss School of
DAY acroBB the nation. Show your Architecture and Planning 1985support: demonstrate ~t the South 1986. Good Luck to you in n1nning
African Emb888y TODAY, from 3- in the MiBB H.U. Pageant. Just do
5:30 p.m.
your best and nothing less! We'll
be cheering for you.
Liz Collins
Miss School"of Architecture '84-'85

Personals

The Brothers of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc. would like towelcome the P.S. Court into the Blue
and White family ... Starlethood!
Congratulations and AHH-OOHAHH!!
The Brothers of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc. would like to
thank all of those who supported
them on their •fight and protest
against Apartheid. The struggle
moves on and forward and PBS
will fight.
GMJ-It's been a long time, baby,
but it was well worth the wait! The
ice wasjust the beginning ... your
part-time lover.

.J

My Secret Amor
Just remember that you will always have an open invitation to
my heart. So when there is trouble
in paradise you have someone to
turn to. I know that you've got to
wait for love.

Amiga
WEENIE (Eileen CB.sh):
Happy, happy birthday (Thursday, October 17). I hope that you
have a mah-vol-use birthday.
Whatever you do, do it wisely.
Love and kisses.
Quimbly Quill
•
To the Gentlemen of Alpha Chapter, Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity,

Inc.
It's Good to be Home!!!
G.D.M.A.B.
Love, Mr. Barilley
11-AA-M

Ptecious,
Don't try to meu with my head,
you might get wet!!! Love Y.S.A.
.Thank you Angela. .
Mark
Hey Girl,
B.K.A.
• AIWB)'I LaugbJng"
S11m1 lW ti=en ch&np u do
p11 t»ple. IJfe they aay ia a learning

experience and rm taking mine
the hard way, without you.
Biped, CALEE

To Jennifer Q. and Channing K.,
Our new house is definitely the
whip and I love it. It's been great
(so far) living with you guys! Ifwe
keep up the communication and
not get lax with respect for one
another then tlite will most
8B8uredly be a fun-filled and succeBSful living experience.
Love Liz
To Troy Davis
Much succeas in your new interest.
My party wasn't in vain after all,
was it?
Signed,
Your Cousin
To Lisa Dunn,
I'll see you at the pageant. We definitely need to get together so
that we can view it rather than
take part in it as was done last
year. You think it's time to write
another editorial? Smile.
You Know Who
Guess Products,
•
Regres8ion back to the ole stikboy mood and forgotten the lOgr
european wear. Mr SX is all the
FLY! HELP! Still lookillg 4 the too
die stikboy.
-TonSurTon
Jennell James,
Congratulations to you for being
selected MiBB Black & Gold. We
Love You!
The Alpha Sweetheart Court
"A-Sweet!"

K. Troublefield
Here 1· put your name in lights;
Truly it is .a pretty sight; If you
thought I'd leave my name; Surely
girl you are jn•ene
The 23rd
SeCJet Admirv
TO "NYA", THE ONE & ONLY,
AND THE ONE I HATE THE
MOST! So . _. think you are CASSANOVA of HU ... ..U, let me
tell you ... l•dlee, "HE'S JUST A
BIG DISAPPOINTMENT1" (Aak
hia cirll) Oh ... ls life a bowl of
CHERRIF.8'1 I aay, "NO" your liJB
ia a bowl of Prttlll
YOUR GIRL HATE MATE

a.

•

To 7 minus 1
Chester is out of town for thti
weekend. Could it be poaaible ti!
see what you look like?
:
6plual
_

Hey E. don't Jet me have to put a
you know what out in your eye on
your birthday. Ha ha. Hey E. I
really love you and I wish you the
beat 21st year you could possibly
have. Love PHAEdra.

-

GOOD LUCK VALDA JOHN;
SON IN THE MISS HOWARD
PAGEANT. OUR PRAYERS~
WITH YOU. FROM THE SBP}l
STUDENT COUNCIL.
'.

Welcome Back All W.O.T.T.S.:
BSWspotEOA, MELLE-MEL,
MRS. PERO, BARBIDITE, DEE,
MON!; MICHELLE, DAUWN,
RABBIT, TISE, MARCIA-MAE,
KEE, MARIA, AND KAT DADDY T.
And all Honorary W.0.T.T.S:
TODDADDY, WILL-FRED, MR.
PERO, BARNEY RUBBLE, ULY,
KELVIN, OSCAR & CRAIG .
FROM K & K Inc. & Marcia-Mae

":
Busted and Disgusted.
Please cljeer up!! Things aren't
that bad. RELAX and eltjoy your;
•
self.
:
1..-0ve,
:
Ice
.•

••

JASMINE & SUGAR BEAR,
'
To Sec1et Lover in 703:
You have added to my Howard ex..
Thank u 4 being who u r - Because ' perience more than you'll ever
what u r is wonderful. Can u be- know. So my siblings, even though
lieve what has happened between I don't spend that much time witb
us since last semester? No matter you anymore, I'm: still thinking o~
what ever happens, u will always you!!
,
occupy a special place in my heart Love,
•
and soul. Tham: 4 being so un- Ice
derstanding about what I had to do
several weeks ago. Let's make all BAMBOO MAN:
the time we spend 2-gether as The past six months have been ex·
special as posaible. See ya later?!? hilarating. Please do not let anyone
Secret Lover in 332
take the beauty out of our relation.
ship. Remember, we have something
that · most people can only dream
To B.B. Wynn,
· Sorry I made you feel like a slut, about!
baby! Promiee on our next en- The girl of YOUR dreams!
deavor to be more sensitive.
To: THE JOKER,
Signed,
I've been lookin' for you hot cuz I
Your Saturday Afernoon Liason
got somem' to tell you bui jus tuz
I've been lookin' for you
SNUGGLEBUNNY (C.T.)
lo.ve, HOMIE
I just want to say THANK YOU
. . . with all of my heart forever
and ever we'll never part
BUNNYSNUGGLES
(J.C.)
•

-

Services

To Pee Wee:
Acadmic Tutors and Creative Dat\ce
I ·bad known you for quite some Instructors for children are needed to
time. But the thought of love never work wit~ the YMCA. After-school
crossed my mind. It seemed to be . hours, ·3 -4 p.m., w.e ekdays.
on the other side of the world. So Salary-$6.00 per hour. Call 398-2600
crazy how things can change your for aptilications.
mind. Now loneliness is no longer
•
nune.
OFFICE SPACE
New Concept-Timesharing
.
I love you.
$120/ Mo. including Ans.Scrv. / Mail
Signed ... I K.K.
Conn :& K, NW 78S-003S
Steve Hughley, I have a message SSS 4th St., NW 737-S708
for you from Grant P. Please call
FACULTY-STUDENTS
''
328-8063.
TAJ Book Service-A student owned
and operated enterprise is paysing
Jackie,
ca$h for used and unwanted texi
HOpe this year is even better than books with resale market vaJue. Fo~
the years before. Happy Birthday!! details contact Tim Jones at (202)
722-0701. Thanks for supporting q.
Love,
student enterprise.
J .M., E.G., M.M.

Pizza Time
* 387-4111 *
Grand Opening.
directly acros5 from the new School of Business
(2606 Georgia Ave, N.W.)
Everything made fresh dally
phz• by tbe ·'ce or _.ale
..... I.a'
subs ..... Qeete
* Me 'Tyl Sllbs
• Cold C1 ts

*

M·'•• 51DIRp

~\

We ·to tsxe Ice Ci 1 ·alll
Oven 11' •a .9 pa Mas .JJt..s.t. 1J (Eooa)-tl 6 , .
~

Plor: l • • •.,. ..,. l&M D • .., al U9 . ,••
•

10% Discount
w/University I.D.
'

•

